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EXPLMJATORY NOTE 
This series of agricultural acts relating to sector of fishery products 
constitutes the fifth set of Commission proposals eonsolidating the 
secondary agricultural legislation of the Council. 
It is designed to respond to the desire of the Council, expressed most 
recently in a resolution of ~6 November 1974, ~nviting the Commission 
to submit proposals for consolidation to it. 
The method adopted for this consolidation is that used in respect of 
the previous series of acts. 
REGULATION (ESC) No OF '.PI-IE COUNCIL 
of 
on the common organization of the market in 
fishery nr<?<hwts 
THE; COU!TCIL OF Tim JillROl'E.'I.lii"{X)l.'!1.ffi'NITIES, 
Having, ;negard to the 'J;reA-ty cstablish;i.ng th::: Etu::.opean Econoo1ic Commun~ ty, a.n<l 
in 9articular Articl~s 4Z. and 43 thereofi 
Having regarcJ. to the '_1ro·1osal from the Commission; 
Having regarrJ, .to the .01:->:lnion of the Euro _)can Parliament; · .. 
~ ' -: '.- . 
l'lhereas since their r:~do·,tion the basic ''revisions concerning th·:: organization 
of the market in fishery ·1rorlucts have been amenL~e ~ a number of timesi 11h•reas, 
by reason of their numbC'r 7 their com1_!lexi ty ancl. thdr c{is )ersal among v~rious 
Official Journals, these texts are tlifficuH ·to use ancl thuE' lack the clarity 
which should be an essential feature of all legislationi >Jhereas they should 
therefore be consoli(la·~ccl in a single teJ::t; 
Hhereas the O!)eration and. dcvelo:1ment of t~1e common market in agricultural 
pro<lucts must be acoom·1a..11iecl by tho establishment of a common agTicul tural ')Olicy ~ 
and uhereas the latter must include in :x;,,rticular a common orf,-cmization of 
agricultural markets, \-Jhich may take varionB forms cle')ending on the 'lro.:ucts 
concerned.; 
Hhcrens the fishing incl.ustry is of snecial irn·-1ortance to tl1e aL,Ticul tura.l 
econo!I\Y of certain costal regions of the Community; t--Therea.s that inctustry provides 
a major :?art of the income of fi&"1ermen in the:·se regions1 uherea.F: it is 
therefore advisable to encot,.ra.ge rational marketinc of fishery ;?roclucts ani 
to ensure market stability by arypropria-~c mea.sures; 
Hherea.s one of the stcns to be taken to im:,lement th8 common organization of the 
market is the a"Oplication of common marketing standards to the 1)roducts concern€di 
1--~hereas a'J!)lication of these standar-::ls shot:l:l have the effr:ct of k~e11ing 
·:Jroducts of unsatisfactory quality off the market an.l facilHatin_~ tra.::e 
relfl.tions baseC.. on f;:dr com wtHion, thus hel·_--dng to im;1rov0 tl1c- ·)rofitabili ty of 
productionj 
Whereas the app~ication.of these ~tandnrds dall~ for the inspection of the 
'products subject t6 ·them; whereas provision should tlierEilfore be made for such 
•' .r • 
inspection; 
Whereas it i~ deshablc to make provi~ion under the rules. regulating the market 
f~r mea~es which would ma.ko it possib~e to adjust supply 't~ market 
requirements and to guarantee, as far as possible, a fair incOUie to producers; 
' ' 
wherecs, given the special features of the market in f'~shery products, the 
:: formation of producers' arganiza1ions whose members would be bound b.1 certain 
. ' . : ~ 
'· rules, notably'in the matter· of' production and marketing; WQuld contribute to 
the attainment of' these objectives; 
$ '• I ·~ 
Whereas it is desirable to adopt provisions to f~ci~itat~ th~ .. formation and 
"1 'I 
• 
oper?tion of those·organizations and the investment entailed in applying their 
comm~n rules; whereas to thi~ end !.[ember States should be; all~red to make 
aid ~~ilable to them, this· ~d bei~ partly financed by th~ Co~uni ty; whereas, 
however, the amount o·f this -aid should be. limited; whereas it should also be 
tempor~y and dcgrcssive,so that the financial responsibility Of producers will 
gradually increo.se; 
. . . : , 
Wher,e~s in order to cope with market situations which, in.tnc ~ase of certain 
fishery products of special.importance to producers'.incom~s, are likely to 
lElad to prices which might cause disturbances on ~he CommW!ity ma.kret 1 a guide 
price which is representative of production areas in the Community and which 
' . . . ' . ' 
will be used to determine price levels for intervention on the mar,ket must be 
fixed for each of these products; 
Whorea;J, in order to stabilise price~, producers' or.pniza.tion~;~ should be able 
, to intervene on the. market, nota.bly by applying. a wi thdrawa.J. price below which 
. . ' ' . 
~: th~i:r members' products· ~e withdrawn, from the. marko.t; 
~~hereas it is a~opriate in sp~cific cases and under cert~in ~onditions to 
j ' • ,. • • l 
support the activities of producers' organisations b.Y proViding financial 
compensation for quanti ties withdrawn from the market; ' 
. :"· 
\f.hereas it is advisable, in order to avoid a-slum~. ~-~ardine 
~d anchovy prices, that sardines and anchovies o~·Community 
origin conforming to common marketing standarP-s sho~;J.d -.be 
bought in by agencies designated for this purpose by Member 
States; 
.-- .~~~s1• whor.c ~i~c:s. ~or·. c_c~ta~~ :f':p~z~ )>l'Odt1.~t.s -.~ho~ a. ·.<le~~n; ~£..;tendency 
-~~·.. to, d,ecline.t .Pl'Qvis~o~ sh9uld,be.-ml¥.'te t() pe.l'1Jli:t t_he _g~t~·~Qf' private 
storage aid to producers for such products originating in tho Community; 
. ._ ': .... 
~e~ea.s ,a. fall in ~por.t pri~e-e .. for tU!IniY fol\ .t~ CfU1Z1ill€j::ip.d~~t~ might 
threaten. th,o ~Qome ~level of :Community producers ·of. thi.s prod:Q,c1;,; ~:whereas 
' 1 ~ 1 ' ' ' -. ', ' • ,_.,.. ' l ~ • • , ' ; 
. .. __ pro:visi?n ._should _th~;-ofore be -.~¥-e f~r co~!JOnsat.ion;_ 'j;o _be ~~od .. to these 
' ', . • ! • , ., 
prqd,~cor~ when_neaessary; · 
·, ·.. .. - ... . . .. ' 
· .. 
' 'r·:, 
·, ·, ~~ --: , .. Whereas, 1n· ·order to enable: :the ·-neoessa.rY 'steps .::to· be taken to 
"·· · ·: · · · ',: 1Da.ke pro-ducers' organisations . financially responsi}lle· for the 
operation of the intervention .. ·sys.t'em; provision sh<?ul:d 'be made 
for an esamtnation in due course of the different forms taken 
I • ' .~ • ' . ' ' 
by ~be in~e~en:~~~ system; 
' • ' t 
Whereas, :in or.der t_o .,prevent disturqano~s ,on CQJmJ;Iun:f.ty_mrtrkets 
. . 
. a~tio~ ~hould be: taken with regard_ to -~bnorma~lY,Priced imports 
' ; •\ - . \. 
of, certain product.s from thi;rd co~t;ries;_ 
l. 
Whereas, for most products, the system thus intrOduced wi~l make, it possible 
to abolish all quantitative restrictions at the:external.f,ronti6r'of the 
Community and to apply only tho duties under the Common O!lstoms flhri:f't"J whe1'ec.s 
: . . ~ ' . . . 
this machinery might' prove inadequate in' exceptional ~ircfunstances; whereas, 0~ 
. l . . • . 
a.s ·not to leave the Community market ~1ithout defence ag<rlnst disturbances whio1J. 
• ~ J • 
mey arise in such cases after the import barriers l'lhich existed previously have 
been removed, the Community should bc,enablod t6 take all necessary measures 
l'Ii thout de ley; · 
,• ' 
Whereas, hO'ttTevcr,. it is in the .Community interest tha.t application of Common 
. ' ," •' . ' ' . . 
Customs Tariff' duties_ Should be totally suspen_dc~ for certain 'l'l'O~ucts; whereas, 
since Community production of herring ·and tuney is :tnad'equcitc,· condi tiona of 
·. - ' -1 
supply comparabl~ to those ruling in exporting third· coUntries should be 
maint~ned for :ood processing industrios.using these prod~cts. so as not 
' ' - . . ' ..... ' 
c _t9 ~i~d~r their d~velopm~nt in •the, c~text .of_ ¥_lterna.tional ·<?ond.i tions of 
competition; wh~rea.s ~ disadvan~agcs which this s,ystem ~igQt present for 
Community tuney producers could be offset by peyment of the indemnities 
~. ': ' envi~a.ged- for this' purpo~e; whereas; f<>r· social.rea.sons·.thc maintenance of 
: · ··~ ··tradi t'ional · su~plies of basic ·foold~tuffs, ·.such·~ salted ~d 'd:ried cod, 
~ . .r '! ·~ . • ... ' ' .· ~ 1· • ·.- . • ,. .~ ., 'I ! . 
is ·also justified; !· ·'· • ·• • • • •• : • 
' .. 
. { ' ' . ' ~· . . ' . .. t 
,. ~· .. ~ -
... "' .... 
.. 
Whereas it is not yet possible to establish .. Comitnatdt;y import &~:cnts for 
certain prod~cts; ·whereas it is ~c~s&ar,y·in these circums~ances to allow 
Member States to maintain for those products the quanti tativq,. r~strictions 
which result from their nationril ·arrangements; 
~:. ~ 
Whereas~ in·ad~tion ·to the ~stem desc~ibQ~ ~b~ve,. ~.to. the extent necessary 
for its proper worlq.ng, provision should be made for regulating or, when the 
si tua:j;ion on the ~a.rket · so: requires, prohibiting the usc of im..ra.rd processing 
arrangements ; whereas it is also desirable that refunds should be so fixed 
that Cqmmunity ra.w materials used QY processing industries .in the Community 
with a. view to export a.re not placed at a. disadvantage by inward processing 
arrangements that would encourage the industries concerned to 
give preference .to raw materials imported from thiPd.cottntries;: 
. . 
Whereas ;t is neoessary.to prevent competition between Community 
undertak~~ be~ng d~storted o~ external markets' whereas equ~l 
conditions of competi tioh muet therefore be estn.b~ished by' the·· 
intraduetion of a Community syst~ Which would prOvide for the 
~op~~onal.granting of refunds on exports to third. countries ·G() the 
extentvnecessary to sateguatd Communitt participation in inter-
national trade in the products· ooncerned ·.where . these ex:Ports a.re 
of economic importanoeJ · · ' 
Whereas the l~ng of ar.rt oust oms duty or charge having oqui valent effect 
and tho application of a:ny quantita..tiye restriction or measure having 
. .. . .. ~ 
·equivalent eff£ct are proh~bitcd in the internal trade of the Community 
b,y tho provisions of tho ·Treaty; whor~as tho establishment of a common 
org5nization of the market in fishery products also entails-the abolition 
of charges having a.n effect equivalent to customs duties and quantitative 
restrictions or measures having equivalent effect which ha.ve formed·en~integral 
" ,. !~·,of 'national .o~eanietions of<. ·the···markets ·in ·risliet~?prodhott:8f · 
· ... · · · :. '-· wb,e»eas··-the Counci·:;.·-»ec;i~i.on. ot 20 DAcomJ>.'1.r 1969 qn .tP:o m;i.n~~ price system 
•:.•I ,., .. ~•,\:,.,•• •'""' ,, '• : ••'•·',- \ ' ',..,! '•f,- !",, _.~~i,.,',~,';'~' 
will cease to apply.:·to fishery Pl_'oduots :from the ,da.~e op whioh mea~ures for 
I t. • • \' .' 
.. , :, ; .. ~_tP.~ .. fO¥Jlllon organization .o.f _th~ ma.r~~t.~_in.,the$e pro<\'1.:\ot~ .... ~~ a;p,P,~ied; 
' : ~ • ; •' • <" .. ,,_.. • -" • - • ~ - ' • 'l I • 
l'lhereas the ~stablishmcnt of a single ,InD.rket based qn a common price ~stem 
.~ .. : .. ~: .::- wot~.lsi be·· jeopardise_d,.by. ~~~ .gr~~.:i.~ Qf ~e;-.t~;n. ~t.ds; ~h~r,~.a:s,_ th.~refore, the 
provisions of· tl;lc Treaty whereby aids granted ·'by,. Member States ct:~.:n .. be 
eiamine~.~nd.~hose. which.a.re· incompatible with the eommon market prohibited, 
should b~ maa~ t:o apply to·· the fi.shing industry;; 
t ' •. • .. ,, .... 
. ·- ...... 
~· .. .. " 
.. ' . . ............ ~ .. , ....................... , 
'· 
,• . 
·" 
.... ~ '·' { 
. .. . ....... "' ..... ,.. .. .: . . . .. ~-~·. ·' .. 
~' ;~:.:;·, ...... ~~~,_ •, \ ••• ~"· ~ ....... <tt•• •" ~ • ........ • ...... ·~· :...,. ... -: .. f.. .. ............ flo"" 
:- ,' 
... 
' 
' . ~ ' ' ~ . 
,, 
. ' Whoreo.s tho tra.nsi tion fro~ :the. system n4n'l in fqrce ~o 't~t .. establ~_shed 
by this Regulation should be 9ff~cted as:sm6Qtijly as .pos~ibfe~;~hc;cas 
' > , , 0 Jl.u, .. , ' ' • 1 ' _ • •"1' f' 0 0 • ~ ~ _ ~, '• I • ' I 
certain transitional measures mcy prove necessary to this end; liheroas 
, . :provision shou~d. therefore. be made ·to ·pel'!ldt: the· adoptiol%· of such 
.trans~tional meaeUres; , 
' ' ' ., ~ : : ~ . . . . . ·_ .i . -. . ' . 
Hhereas the common orga.:hisation of the market in fishery products inust take 
?-PP~o~r.iate. ac.c~~t, at ,the sam~ time,, of ~he .objcctiv.os.~t o~t .. ,in-' Articles 39 
~ 110 of the T.rea,~; 
1. J. ,~ • • ;_'r· . '} 
·I 
.. : · · rJhe:reB.S: 'implementation of- this common o~ga.nisatidn. m~et. ale~· :).a.ke .. a.ccount 
·. ·. ·: :' ~·:;-.··ot':t~-e .fait ~~t.~~ it' is' in the do~umty :int~r~~t .. to '~e~V.e. f'i.Shing grounds 
,. 
'· 
. '· 
~s far. a;s 'poasiplo.; .. ·. .. : · •i • •• ~·- · 
i ' \. • I, ' '• ' ' ., • : ~ .,' ' • • • ' • • 
• ·~ .. ~ , .~ .•· r"":_. .· _. ... . .• ;·_;... ..> ~" .. J ._ .. , ••• ,,~ _.;;.~" 
WbeT~a4, i~ ord~r to facilita.te-~plomentati~n,of t~ propo~0d.~~s~cs, a 
.• . . . . ) . 
. p:roced:u:re ··ahoul<l· be' provided. for establishing clas·e :co.ol>.crati(m between 
' .l> ' ~ ' ' ' ~' •( • I : I ; • ' •_, ),"' ' 
Member Sta1;es and the C~issi9n within: a Management, 'COmmittee·; . 
~~ '- :~ .' • I ' ": " ~ • ' ,. t 
• • f ... 
~ . ·~ ,; 
Article l 
i. A cornm~n ·organisation of the market .in fish£:ry,products. sh~lf bq e·stablished 
cbmpri~ing a. price and tra~ing ~stem ~d common 'rules on c·dmpcti t'ion. 
2. 'This organisation shall co'Vcr the following products: 
~~-.~------.---------------------------~--~------.... --~--~-------: ·cbT heading' No: Description of eoods-- • 
Fi-shJ fresh (live or: dead), chilled or ·.frozen 
-------t------------~-------··o...:Jt,_ ____ """""' ___ , __ ~ 
·.(b) Q3ot02 Fish, dried, sa]. ted or in brine i smoked fish., 1Wpether or 
. . 
no~. cooked before or during tho ,smoking process; 
~~~--.. ----._---.---------~--.-~--~------.---------~----------.v.~ ' I • :' '• ' ' ; ,: (c') 03'~03 Crustacean.s and moll1:1:sc_s, wh~ther in shell .9r.. not, fresh 
(live or dead), chilled, frozen, s~ted,' i;n'brine or 
~ • , r . . , , "~ 
',f ' 
dried; crustaceans, in shellt simply boiled in water 
~----~-.--~+-----~--------------------------------------------------(d) 05.15 Animal products not elsewhere specified or included; dead 
animals of Chapter 1 or Chapter 3, unfit for human consump-
tion 
A. Fish, crustacoa.ns and molluscs 
-6-
.. ' 
>''' 
CCT he3.ding No, . . Description of goods 
(e) 16.04 Prepared or preserved fish, including ca.viar and caviar 
I 
{g) 23.01 
substit~s' 
Crustaceans and molluscs, prepared or preserved 
Flours and meals, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans 
or molluscs, unfit for human consumption; greaves 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
TITLE I 
.Article 2 
1. Cor.:unon marketing standards and the scope of such ste.nda.rds mey be 
determinod for the products listed in Article 1 ·or groups of these products. 
These standards m~ cover in ~articu~ar ~lassification b,y quality, size or 
-..:c i.::.,~. r, and packing, presentation and labelling. 
2. When standards have .been ad.o!)ted, the products to which they a~p4" m~ 
not be displeyed for sale, offercd for 13ale, sold or otherwise qartketed 
unless. they conform to th?se stand~ds, subject to special rules which mey 
be adopted for trade with third countries. 
3.. The. standards. anc.: general ~les for their application, including the 
special rules referred to in paragraph 2, .shall be adopted b.Y the Council 
acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission. 
Article ··a. 
De.cisions .to ~jus~ ~.lltf yOmmon marketfrlg ;sta.nd~ds to take 3.CCOtiDt of tho 
J ·~ 
requirements of production techniques shall be taken iri.accor~ce with the 
procedure laid dOim in Article 32 • 
.Article 4 
1. Products for l-rhich common marketing sta.nd.a.rds have been adopted shall 
· .. ,-. ·.·be liable to· .inspection. by Membel! States for conformity with the so st~ds 
- 7-
-~.,.~.,. ....... , .. ;'I • 4 ..... ,-; ........ ,. • ., • .,.. ............ ~ 4 ...... oM...... .. .. -
This inspection mey take place at a.il mar~ngs'·~-s a;rta• ~~-<trh.hs-pct.rt-; 
' ' 1' ' ,,f• , , :• i , :, ,4 , • ,; • ~ ' 
... ., .... .,.. ·~· ..... ·.·~-. ... ~~.. ' ·~· ·' •t '""-~..,.. ...... ...,. .. ......,. .. ...,.;, ..,.., ...... .-.."'....,..,.,._ ........ w~ ~-.-'oKillt~~ ~,. ·""'t..,.. ·-~; .J... •• ~,. ..... .,...... •• ,. ~,. .,., • .. : ..... 
2. Member Sta.-tet:J · sha.li ·take. a.ll ·a.ppr,_op~~~te ,,JJloa.;m~:e._?., tt? _;.pc~,_lise i,!}fring~cnts 
.. -~~- .. ;~e. P:.~v~si.?~ ... ?~ Article 2. . ~:·. ··,... 1.l 
• • ... ,, ...... =! •• J"" .. ~. _ ......... _ ... /"• ... _ ... ..., ---·~" .. 4 • .._....... -~, .. _. ',,;. •• ~....., .• ...,.:. ; ........ ' ........... ) 
• •• •• •• t • • ' • • • : • • • • .; "i • . 
3· Not later than one month after t·hc 'entry into force of eo.ch marketing : 
... ., ....... J" ...... ·-.'# { ..... ,'.,: ... ' ..... : .... . '" . :.. 
stan~d, ,Mqmbe:r Status sho.l;t. notify the)~ other ... ~er.1oci Stattis: lim-a'·ithr:J 'CJ>ifitii:l:ssion 
... . . • ' . ' . ' ' t • 
of the name and addl:css of the, bo~ies. en~rll:sted with the in~ction "of each 
product_ or ~oup of products for which the standard in que~on has been adopted. 
• I ,. - ( ' • 1 ' , , , ' J ' ~ 
4· ··netaii'ed. '~los· for J"the · ~H.~atioo· err. ·par-a.gra.p.h· a. .shall be .. a.Q.-Qp,ta.~ Q.~ .. pecessa:cy 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 32, account being taken 
in particular of the need to ensure co-o~dination of the work of the inspection 
bodies and uniformity in the interpretation and applic~tion of comcon marketing 
standards. 
TITLE II · _,~....-._....... .· .. · . ., 
Article 5 
1. Fo:i- the purpose b:f this Regulation, .,.p;-~d~corli!':t orgfui:f~t.:fio'iiJ..1 ·L~:mr: ..,~~ 
reoog.nj..zed orgnnization or association of such .~rganizations, cstabli_shod on 
prodUCQrst own initia,t~VC for the purpose of taking SUCh measures as will ensure 
' ( • • '• I ' 
that fj,shing is oa.rrieQ. out along rational lines and that conditions for the 
sale of their products arc improved •. 
These measures, which shall be designed in particular to promote implementation 
-, 
o~ fis~ing plans, concentration of supply an~ regularisation of pricet;l, shall 
requhe cerabers; 
,._ • .. I' ~ 
- to dispose the organization of their total output of the product 
or products in respect of w~~P:- they are members; the organization 
may decide that this requirement can be waived if prOd\lcts are 
· dis~ed of in acoo:rUance with common rules . establishe.d. in, 
. o.dva;n,oa;; 
- to apply, with regard to production and m~keting, ru.les which have been 
adopted qy the organization with the particular aim of ioproving product 
quality and adapting the volume of··sawlu· oto market requirements. 
2. The Co~cil, acti~ by a (iua.lifi~d- majority: on a· proposal frdm the CorJIIlissiont 
r:,.' • l ,' : • ' • •" 
shall adopt general ·conditions and rules for tho application of thi-s· .Article. 
- 8-
Article 6 
1. MClllber States mey make aid available to producers' organisations established 
after the entry into force of this Regulation to encourage their formation and 
to facilitate their operation. 
This aid shall be granted cluring the three years immediately follmling'recogniti 
for t~e first, second end third year this aid shall not exceed 3%, 2% and 1% 
respectively of the value of production mcrketed under the auspices of the 
producers' organiz&tion nor .shall it exceed 6o%, 40% and 20% of the 
organisation's adninistrative expenses in the first, second and third year, 
respectively. 
-:-''• 
.- ~ •• J 
.. ~ ' 
... 
.. . ,. 
The value of production marketed shall be established each year on a standnrd 
basis, namely: 
members' average ma;r:kotcd production dnrinc tno thre.;;: ca.len.:.".n.r yc.:u·s 
- - ' imraediately preceding membership of the organisation; 
- average producer prices obtained by these oembers oyer the s&Je period. 
2,. During the fiV9 years immediately following tho creation of tl-J.c intervention 
funds r~ferred to in Article 7, Member States oey raake cid avn.ilc.~l_u. to., 
_producers' organizations, either directly ()r through crod.i t institut::.0ns, i~1 th0 
form of loans on special terms tooover part of the_ anticipated cost, of 
intcrve~tion within the ~caning of ~ticle 7• 
3. Tho original Member States mey continue to make available tho aid 'granted to 
producers' organizations established prior to the ontr.y into force of this 
Regulation and new Member States mey continuo to make available the aid granted to 
producers' organizations established prior to tho date of accession, in order to 
facilitate their adaptation and operation within the framework of the measures 
referred to in Article 5(1), provided that the amount and duration of iuch aid 
do not exceed the limits prescribed in respect of aid payable 
under paragraph l. 
4• Tho aid referred to in this Article shall be notified to the Commission in 
a report which Member States shall forward to it at the end of each financial 
yca:r. 
5· The Council, acting b,y a qualified majority on a proposal from the Conraission, 
shall:adopt·goncral conditions end rules forth~ application of this Art~clc. 
Article 7 
Whore· a producers' organization is considered to be representative of production 
and of tho nu::.rkot in a given economic area, exclusive recognition may be granted 
by Member States to that ,articular producers' organization. 
' , -
Producers who arc not nembers of the rr~d.uc~rsf organization which has been 
granted such recognition, and who unl6~ :thcfr lJI'Oducts l'li thin the area concerned, 
mey be required by Member States to comply l-li th: 
< ' ~ • 
(a) the common production and marketing rules referred to in tho second indent 
of the second subparagrapp of Article 5(1); 
·' 
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{b) rules adopted by the organization concerned and relating to the withdrawal 
pric,c, ilfhcro the lr.:.ttcl" is equal to. or higher than the price fixed 
•· .:.' c: ;_= '1~J t-) 1:-~2. -:;2.o ll (5) but , d.;·~~--- not exceed the guide price, and where 
it cotlplies with the provisions laid dov:n pursuant to the third .subparagraph 
of Article. 8(1). 
TITLE III 
Prices 
Article 8 
1. For the products listed in Article 1, producers' organisations oay fix·a 
withdrawal price below which they will not sell·products supplied by their 
. ' o(;ob~rs. 
·.\,, 
In this e_vcnt, for quonti ties ll'i thdraim froo the oa.rkct, producers' ·organisatio~s: 
·- · shall· grant an indetmity to oeobcrs in respect of the products. listed in 
·Annex I (A) and (c) which oonforD to the sta.nC.a:rds adopted pursuant to 
·. :.Artictc·:2_; , 
oey grant an indoonity to ncnbers in respect of other products listed in· 
Ar-ticle 1 but· not in !nnex I (A) or (c). · 
,. -.~ t 
For each product list~d_. ~11 Article 1 -a. na.xinun. iev:el for th.o wi thd.r~al ~~ice 
oa.y bo fixed in accordance rlith the pr-ovisions of paragraph 5· 
2.~ The disposal of -products thus withdrawn froo the narket must be q.etormined 
by producers' organisations in such a wa:y as not to interfere with normal 
narketing of the product in question. 
3. To finance these withdrawal m~~sures, producers' organizations shall create 
int'crvention·· funds fed by contributions assessed .on quanti tics-.offcrf:ld for sale 
or shall, a.l tcrnati vely, have recourse to an equali-sation syst·cr.l. 
4• Producers' organisations shall supply the following information to the 
national authorities, 1.1ho shall comunicate it to the. Commission: 
·.· ~ . 
a ~~st of the products for which they intend to operat.e the 
system described in paragraph tli .. : , 
the period during uhich withdrawal prices are applicable; 
the levels of l'Ti thdraNal prices proposed and applied. 
-11-
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J• :Jct~i::.c.l rules for the e.,pplication of this Article shall be o.doptcd in 
a..ccordance .with t.hc procedure ~<kid do:wn in .Article 32. 
' . 
1. A guiU.c price fOr each of the products listed in .Annex I {A) and (C) and an 
intervention price for fresh or chilled sardines and anchovies shall be fixed 
before the beginning of the fishing year ~ doteroined in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3· 
These prices shall be valid for tho Hholc Cooouni ty and s~1all be fixod for each 
fishing year or for each of the periods in~o ~hich that year is subdivided; the 
interve~tion price may be fixed for each period into which the fishing year can 
'' ... . 
be subdivided on the basis of seasonal price trends. ~bese prices shall be fixed 
o.t 0. level ~-vhich oontr~butes to the stabilisation of market prices' 
wi theu~ leading to the formation of structural surpluse·s· wi'thin 
the Co~ty. 
l: ... 
2. 'l'he guide price· shall be based on the average of prices r·ecorded on 
repre'Scntative l'Tholesalo ·narkets or in representative ports during the three 
fiehing years inmediatcly preceding the fixing of that price fo~. a; significo.nt 
proportion of CoLlmunity output and shall be fixed for a produot .vd.·th 
given commercial specifications. 
3. Tl'!e intervention price shall be ·fixed . according -to the production 
~.marketing characteristics peculiar to each product at a level 
lying betWeen 35" ana· 45" of the guide price •. 
4• The Council, acting by a quclified oajorit,y on a proposal from tho 
' . 
Comoission, shell determine the level of the g~de prices and interventipn 
prices referred to in paregraph 1. 
Article 10 
1.. Throughout· the period during which the guide price is applicable,.· Mer.1ber 
States sha.ll·notif,y the Comoission of the prices recorded.on representative 
wholesale narkcts or in representative ports for produots meeting tho 
. . . '· 
specifications selected for fixing the guide price. 
2. Markets and ports in Member States ~.;here a significant proportion of 
Co~un~t; o~t:Ptit ~f a' giv~n· :Product ·i·~- riar~eiea· ~aho.ll'.·be ·rega.x-de:d: ·at:n~·~presontati · 
within the moaning of po.ragra.ph i~'-; _ ...,. , .. : . .. i" \ ,;>'·' = -' .. ~ .. - . y. (-
• > 
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3 •. ·· Detailed rules for the application of this Ar.t,ic1o shall be a..doptcd, and 
tho list of representative markets and ports referred to in paragraph 2 approved, 
in o.ccordc.nce v:i th tho :?roced.ure laid down in Article 32. 
1. Member States shall grant financial cotJ.ponsation to producers' organisations 
which intervene pursuant to the provisions of .Article 8 in respect of the productE 
list.ed in .l'~x I. (A) and ( C ~ on cond.i tion: 
(a) . thc..t the wi thdra-v;c.l price ar,plied by these organisations j_s the price 
. _fi~ed in accordance with paragraph 4; 
that products withdrawn conform to the standards adopted in accordance with 
-· ~- · _.Arti·cul', 2-· 
' ' 
(b) 
., ' 
(c) that the indemnity granted to members in respect- of quantit!os wit:tld:rawn 
• from the market docs not exceed the aiJount resulting fron the appli~a..tion 
·:. to those quanti ties of the wi thdra.wa.l· price multiplied - :i,n the ca_se of 
~-_:.-;;_··. ·- ·products nceting the quality requirements laid down by the ¢oi)lnon _marketing 
st:>..ndc:.rJ.o for the cdcgory below that _.referred to irt paragro.ph 4 - by_ the 
c.:_:>p!'o;>riatc quality conversion factor. 
. .I 
2.' · Finn.ncia.l compensation may be granted only where pro~.ucts. with,dr,a.wn from 
the· market are disposed of for purposes .other than human consumption or in such 
a wey as not to interfere vli th normal marketing of the_ product in question. 
3• The value of tho financial compensation shall be equal to the aoount resulting 
from the· application· to the quanti ties withdrawn of: 
a price equal to 60% of the guide price, where the withdrawal price is nora 
than 65% of tho guide price; 
a. price equal to 55% of tho guide price, where the vlithdra.wal pricG is loss 
than or equal to 65% of. tho guide price; 
· rmltiplied by the qual-ity' conversion factor.s referred to in ;par-agraph 4 or in 
paragraph 1 (c) as-tho cas~ may be. · 
This o.mount shall be reduced by the ~tall!in:rc;, values o:t' products intended for 
f" \ ' ' t' ' ' ' ' ' I •. ~ ' ' ' t I ' 
purposes other than human consumption or by net receipts from sale of products 
for hUir.an cons1unption in accordanee with paragraph 2. The aforesaid values 
- 13 ..... ,, . 
shall be fixed o.t ·the b'cgiming· of''the. f;i'shi:rig.:yeat-;. they shall, however, be 
changed if major· and lasting price 'variation:s are re'corded on Community 
markets. ' . 
4• The withdrawal price referred to. in paragraph 1 (a) shall be fixed for 
...... ....,~· ...... ,_ .. ~- . 
each product b,y applying the quality conversion factor for the category imoediate 
· below tha"'t ~lected for fixing the guide price to an amount equal to at least 
. " ' . . ' 
'60% but not more than 90~ of ihe guide price. 
In order to ensure that producers in landing areas which :are very distant· from 
the main centres of con~ption in the Connuni ty h~vc accc.ss to ma.rl::ds under 
satisfactory conditions 1 tho ,rice referred to in the preceding.subparagraph 
m~ be multiplied by conversion factors for these areas; these factor~ shall 
be deternined in such a w~ that the differences between the prices thus~· 
converted correspond to the price disparities to be expooted in .t)le ease 
of normal production on the basis of natural condi~ions of prioe 
'forma. tion· ·on the market. • , 
'· _,·The ·Council, a.cting by a qualified najori ty on a proposal. fron tho Cqpunission, 
shall adopt general r~les for-determining the percentage of the guidc·price to 
be used in ca-lculating the; ~Ii thd.rawa.l price, and for d.etermining the landing 
areas referred to in the preceding subparagraph. 
On the basis of a report by the Commission, the Council shall examine the 
:~:Po'seible · consequences of a!)plying the convers~on factors to the calculation 
of :financb.l c001j>ensa.tion made to take account of the position of fishe:rLlen 
'in very distant a.roa.s. 'The Council, acting by a qualified najority on a 
pro~osa.l from the Comnission, shall adopt tho necessary decisions. 
5• Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted,a.nd the 
wit~awal price fixe~ in accordance with tho procedure laid down in Article 32. 
Article 12 
1. l·fucrc the prices fol" fresh or chilled sa.rd~ncs and anchovies on one of the 
re9resentativc Llarkots or in one of tho representative ports referred to in 
Article 10(2) co.IDDunicated ~a-tho Conmission pursuant to Article 10(1) remain 
below the intervention price for thl:-ee successive. market d.a\Ys,;the Commission 
sl~l forthwith declare that the market in the p~oduct concerned 
. ' . '• •,. 
is in a state of serious" cris'is.. ' ·-
.,.. '>'-''I, 
.. 
.. 14 -
-~ .,.t':...t .... it} •• .,. 
or lega_l person~ appointed by them for this purpose, bey in products of 
" - .. ~ w ~ ~ I. ' " 1 j f - ,I ff I ' • • • : ' 
Community o~·~gi~~ off&:r:ed. ~o, t~;m,, ~d.~ t!sat ,. ~neso pr?ducts meet the 
requireo~nt s laid . down by 1h~ ~~o:ri. mar kcting ~t~ds and that they w~r~'. not 
wi thdr~- fr~ -.the' market. purSuant to: Article ·a( 1) ~ ., :· ', .· . . . . · . 
• • •t "~. -. ' ... / 
These produc1s s~all be bought_ in: 
- at the intervention price multiplied by the conversion factor for the 
quality cat~gory immediately bel6w that selected tar fixing the guide 
price, provided that the produots ~eet the requireoents laid down in.the 
· common standards for that categqry or higher categories; 
- at the intervention. pric'e mul tipiied .. by the conversion ~actor appli'cable 
to categories below that referred to in the first ·indent, provided that 
t~c products meet the requirements 1~4 down in the common standards :for 
those categories. 
3. Products bought'" i~ purSuant to this Article shall, unless an exception is 
made, be for ~poses other than.human consuoption. 
4· :Buying>-in operations shall be suspend~d as soon as p:dces remain' equal to or 
higher than the intervention price far thr.ee s,uccessive market ~s. Th~ 
existence (}f suoh a ai -tua.t:ton rehaJ.l be de.olarOO. i.mm.&dia:bely by 
the Commission. 
. ' 
5. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall b_e adopted in: 
; 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article.32. 
1. The Commission shall 6Ubnit to the Council a report oh the results ' 
obtained through the operation of the intervention ~stem introduced b,y this 
' 
Regulation and on measures' taken by :9I'Oducers' organisations under Articles 8 
a.nd 11. 
2. Such measures as prove necessa:ry in order "to extend to aJ.J. 
sectors in which there is :provision tor interV-ention.. a s~nltem 
of intervention under which financial responsibilitY. lies with 
the produeersf organisations shall be adopted by the Council, 
·: ., ..... ' : ... 
acting by a qualified majority. 
, . 
. . 
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1 •. For each. of the p~o~~ts o~ ~oups of produ~ts, listed' in 
~ex II~ a guide pr1c·a· t~ ·be vciiid' ~?r the _commUni~ ·thr·p+out 
the year there shall be ·nxed each ye~ nnd determin:ed in 
accordance with the provisions of ·Arti~ie · 9{2). .. 
2. The Member States shall notify the CoiDlJission of the prices r'eccird~d on 
representative wholesale markets or in representative ports for products or 
.., ' t ' r • ' ' 
groups of products ceeting the specifications selected for fixing the guide 
pric~ referred to in paragraph 1 • 
• • • 1 • 
3. Markets and ports- in Member States where a significant proportion of 
Community output of a. given product is marketed shall be considered as 
-. t ' 
representative within the meaning of paragraph 2. 
4• Detai1ed·rules for the application of this Article ·shall be adopted, and 
the list of representative narkets and ports referred to·in paragraph 3 · 
approved, in accordance with the procedure laid down.in Article 32 • 
. ' :·. . 
5· The Council, acting by a qualified majority on .. a proposal· froo the 
Commission, shE!J,l fix the guide price referred to in pa.ragra.p4 1 •... 
'· 
... ~ !· ', . ;_~... . .... ~ '1. . · . . . ' . 
Article 15, · 
. :r .( .. l ,, ... ·.; ' 
,. 
1. Wh~re prices for the products of Community origin listed in Annex II .for onE 
of the representative markets or ports referred to in Article 14(2) remain 
' . ' '~ ' 
below 85% of the guide price rcf~rred to in Article 14(1) for a period during 
which a. trend towards a. disturbance of the- market is apparent, private storage 
.. .. ~ . 
a.id may be granted to producers, provided tha.t products conform to marketing 
sta.n~ardEfwh~n they are. placed_ on the IJarket again._ 
2 •. ,~ivate storage aid m~ not exceed actual storage costs and interest chargef 
3. Detailed rules for the application of this Article, in particular the 
amount and durf;!.tion of private storage aid and condi'tio.ns for withdrawal. from 
~ ' .! : '. ' ~ ;._ • • ' '\ . .. • ;"• ~ ; . • • ' : .. ' i ' . • . . 
storage .• shall be, adop1ied in .. a.ccordance with the" procedlll.'e laid 4~ in 
• • . ;; ' . ' ~ ~ ' : .,t:J • " ' • • ' • • ... ' 
Article 32. 
. : -
- ' 
... 
' 
•' . 
,. 
Article 16 · · .- .I 
. ; . 
1. Compensation shall be grant€ld if neces,sary to Community producers of tllfllV 
in respect of the t~ specified in Annex III (A) intended for the canning 
industry •. 
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2. Member States shall notif,y the Commission of the average prices recorded 
' '""'"' ,, •' 
each month on representative wholesale markets or in representative ports 
for the products of Community origin r~ferred .to ~n.paragraph 1 with given 
commercial specifications. 
3· Markets and ports in Member States where a significant proportion of 
Community output of t~ is marketed shall be considered as rc~esentative 
. wi'thin the meaning of paragraph 2. 
4• A Community producer price shall be fixed for the products referred to. in 
. ) - ' ~ ,· " ' . ' ' ' 
paragraph ·1. . This shall be based on the. avorcig~ o.f prices recorded, in 
respect of a significant proportion· of'· comriru.ni ty output it.ritt tor 
. a product. with given commercial characteristi,cs on represent~tive 
~holes ale. markets or in representative ports during the three . · .... , 
fishing years imniediately. preceding the. fixing of that price. 
5· T.h~. Council, acting b.1 a qualified ~ajo~ity on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules fo~ granting the compensation provided 
for in paragraph 1 and shall f'ix the Community produeer prlo:e 
rei'$r~d to in paragraph 4. 
6. Detailed rules for the application of Pc"l.ragraph 2 shall be adopted; and the 
list of representative markets and ports referred to in paragraph 3 
approved, in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 32. 
#'ticle ,11 . 
The Common Customs Tariff.duties applicable to the products li~ted.in the table 
.below shall be totally suspended as follows ' 
COT he.c¥ling No 
03.01 B I (a) 
03.01 B I (b) 
03.01 B I (c) 
03.02 A I (b) 
03.02 A II (a) 
2 
2 
1 
Description of goods 
' . 
Herring, from 16 June to 14 February 
Sprats, from 16 June to 14 Februa;cy 
~ for the industrial manufacture of products 
falling within heading No. 16.04 
Cod 
Fillets. of cod 
- 17 - ~- .. ,. 
b[ade with third countries 
1. ~~ gen~ral rules for the interpretation of the Common Custarns Tariff · 
and the special rules for its application shall~ apply. to· the tariff classification 
. of products covered by this Regulation; the tariff nomenclature resulting 
. ~ . . ~ 
fX'Oql .. the _applica~ion .. of this Re~a.tion, and in part1oui&P -that 
sat o~t-· :l,n.,·A:nnex. V , .. 1;!~1 b.e .in(lol'po~ated in the. ,Oommon OustoJtJ~ 
,~a.riff •.. ' . ·~ .· .. . -· . ·, . ·. ' : . . .. ·. . .. 
2. ~ave as otherwise provi~ed in t~is Regu.J.ation,:or "t>rhere. derogation therefrom 
.• - '• • ' , ' ''i.· .. 
is decided boc.the C.oun~il acting by a qua~~tied majorit,y.pn a pro.posal rr.~ 
~ ' ,, ' 4 • ' . ~ • • ~ • • ·' ' • 
the Commission, the following shall be prohibited: 
- the· levying ot al\Y charge haVing an effect ·equivalent to la customs duty; 
- the application of ~ quantitative restriction • 
. ' 
3· 'Until $Uch time a.s Coomunity arrangemenj;s for ioports of .th·e: products.t · 
specified in Annex IV (c) a.r~ implemented, Member States m~ retain in resp~ot 
of these ·products the quantitative restrictions in relation to third cOuntries 
. . 
applicable when this Regulati~n enters into force. 
Article 19 
r 
· 1. · Reference· prioe·s valid for the Cornpunity shall be fixed each yea:r for the 
products specified in Annexes I, II, III (A) and IV (B) to obviate disturbances 
·• ·eaus$Cf ~1bynsupp!.ies· ~m~ ~bird eountl'Uts &t e.bno:Jmal. .prices. or-;:.~:'·.~.--: 
'Under such condi tiona as Would jeopardise the stabilisation 
mea.S\lree referred to 'in' Articles .11,' l.2: a.D.ci·'l6.: .. ·•' .. ' ' 
2. The reference price fOJ' the products specified ~ln Annex I (A) and (c) shall 
be equal to·a percentage ·of. the· guide price which· Shall lie within the margins 
•'• I' 
set out in Article 11(4). 
. ' 
The reference price for the products specified in Annexes I (B) and IV· (B) 
" s~a}J. l;)e--d~t~in,e~ "on t,Ae .l;mElis. pf_ t~_..rof~~~.e. J)l:iCJl .. ~fo.r t}\~, f:l;~ ~gq.~ct. 
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The~ reference ,Pr-ice for th~ prodU:~is' spccif'i:cd·.'.in Annex II shaii bb deriilod 
. ' ' .' ~ . .-. ., . ~ 
from the guide price referred' to in Article 14 (1} by' reference' 16 the' 
price l~el spoeifi$d tin ~tiole 15 '(lj a:ti.which the tn'terVention 
measures· therein pl"ovided for may be taken. 
~~ ! . i 
The reference price f9r. ·the tunny specifie'd in .. Annex III (A) intended 'for use 
by the canning ind:ustr;y shall be based on the ·weighted ave:rage o.f th~· Fices 
recorded on the most representative import markets br in the most 
representative ports of import in the Member·States durin~ the three. years. 
immediate~ preceding the date on which the reference price is fixed, reduced 
by an amount equal to rxrrv. cu.stoms duties and charges levied on tho products 
and by the cost of transporting the product used for fixing the Community 
producer price from· these markets ·or ports to Community frontier crossing 
points. 
. . -- ;. . 
'' 
.. '.: 
The conversion factors set out in Annex III (B) and (c) shall be applied to 
the W.Z.ious types of' tunny and to the various forms o.f presentation. 
3. For lhe products. apeci.fied in .A:cnexes I, II 
' and IV (B) there shall be established an entry price 
based on the lowest prices recorded for one and the same marketing stage 
on representative import markets or in representative ports of import, reduced 
by an amount equal to any customs duties and charg€s levied on these products 
and by.the cost of transportingthe product. from these markets or ports to 
Community frontier crossing points. 
The Commission shall, on the basis of information supplied by Iv!ember States 
• I 
or data gathered b,y the Commission itself,·regularly'follm1, in respect of 
each exporting co\.mtry, the trend on the moe t repreeentati v-e ·import 
markets or in the most repre8$ntative ports of import of the 
Member 81if3.tes. _of prices for products ... imported from third 
countries. 
The 'entrJ price tor' the prbaucts specified in Annex III (A) shall be based on 
the we~ted avcr8.ge of priceef actually recorded on impol"t markets or ports of 
import in ~he Communi~· during a. period of time which is sufficiently indicative 
of the trend of the market. 
'' 
4. Where the entry price for a given product ioported fl-om any third country 
is lower than the reference price, then: 
(a) in the ~ase of the products specified in Annexes I (A) (with 
the _exception. of p~oduots No. 1, I ·(c}, 'II a.nd_IV· (B), 
imports of that product mD.y ·be suspended o~ res-tricted to · · · 
spe·ctfied qut\11 ties, forms of presentatio~ or end. uses;· 
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yf':·in ~the onse o,f the· produ.~:ts specifie:d. in Annexefl ~ (A) (1) . 
. ..' and._. (,:e). ._an(!· :q;I (A), i~~:rte _o~ tho.t product may ~e sub~eoted 
·to p. c~terva.i:ling_ c_harge;· prq'Vided. that.: this c~~s. ~tb. 
the GATT tu].es. _()ll,~indin€.: Howev~r,. Whepe:·~por~- ~t.en~./- --·-"-'"''~ 
• f• ~ • ' • ' 
prices lower than the reference ~oe ore from certain 
countrie~ only·or of a oertnih-species only,- the-counter-
vailtng ohrirge shall be levied o.nlY on im~orts from ~heee 
countries or of those speci·es. . 
The .. countervailing charge . shall . be ~qual to the difference between the reference 
pri·?.o ~ and the entry. price.. This charge,· l-rhich 'shall be: the same for ali Member 
·sta:t~s, shall b~ added to the customs duties applicable. 
5•· !t'hc ·suspension ar restrict~on of imports shall no~, hol'lcver,. BJ>Pl;Y to third 
countries which undertake on specified terms -to respeot and which . 1s 
do so in practice in th~ir deli'\reries to the Oommulli ty. 
6. Detailed ru~es for the applip~tion of this Article, in particuJar t~e ·level 
of the reference prices and the measqres to ~spend or re~trict imports, shall 
' - ' i • ' ,. ~ ... ~< , I • ~ ~ 
be adopted in ~dordaJlcc with. the procedure laid· doWn in .Article, 32.: •. 
Decisions to introduce, alter or w-ithdraw the countervailing cha;r,ge ,shall. be 
taken- in a-ccordance. with· the procedure laid do:\'m in Article 32. 
In the interval~ betwe.en periodic meetings of the Manage~ent CoWn:Lttee, these 
measures ·and those concerning the suspension or restriction of imports Shall 
- be . adopted .by the Coomission. ·In this event, they shall retla.i~ valid until arry 
measures adopted in -a.cco~dance with the procedure laid doWl1 in ll.rticle 32 enter 
i:nto ~;.force;.'·· 
•. 
· Article 20 · · .. .. 
~ ",·. 
' .. 
1. In order to ol?via.te ·disturbances. caused py alPPlies. frciD thil'Cl coantriea at 
. abnormally' low. prices, ·reference prices for earp as specified :j.n Annex .IV (A) 
mey be fixed ·before t\).e beginnitJg of each ma.r~ting. yea:r.. These prices Iaey 
be fixed at different levels during periods .. to be de 'I; ermined within 
each marketing yea:r according to seasonal fluctuations in prices. 
2. The reference prices referred to in paragraph l shall ~e fixed on th~ basis 
,, ' ' I, 0, the a~er.agq Oi;' .the Pl'Od~c~r.~_p~ices -:r:eco~ded .dUfing ,tho three_ years. prec~ding 
the p.at~.on l$ioh,_th,e _refercnqe price is .~od for a .. product wit;h .g:i,.ven ... 
. "'~ - - - ' . : ' - ' . ~ . 
commercial apeoifica-t;ions _in thQ rep;rese,~~ative p:r:oduoti.on:·zones of the 
Cemrnuni ty •" · ·_ · · .. , -: · : '· 
.. 
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3. If the free-at-f.roDtior price valid· for a consignment of a normal 
commercial quantity of carp of specified provenance is lower than the 
reference price; imports of that product from the'third country in 
question m~ be subject 'to a countervailing charge equal to the difference 
between the reference price and the free-at-frontier price plus the customs 
duty actually levied. Tho Commission shall follow regularly the trend 
of the tree-at-frontier pri.ces of products imported from each of 
the third countries concerned 
4· The countervailing charge provided for in paragraph 3 shall not, however, 
be charged in the case of third countries which are willing and· able to· 
guarantee tha~ when carp originating in and cotling from their t€rritory is 
imported into the C~unity, the price plus the customs duty actually levio~ 
will not be less than the reference price and that deflections of trade 
will bo avoided. 
5· Detailed rules for the application of this Article, in particular the 
level of the reference prices, shall be adoptod in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 32. Decisions to introduce, alter or withdraw the 
countervailing char~ _or to admit a particular third country to the 
benefit of.the·provisions of paragraph 4, shall be taken in 
accordance with the same procedure., 
Article 21 
1. To the extent necessar.y for the proper working of the common organization 
of the market in fishery products, tho Council, acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission, m~. in certain cases prohibitt in whole 
or in part, the use of inward processing arrangements in respect of the products 
specified in Article 1(2) (a), (b) and (o) where these a;re intended 11:- ihe 
manufacture of the products ~pacified in Article 1(2) (b), (c), (e) and (f). 
2. The quantity of rau material. which, under inward processing arrangements, 
is not subject to customs duty or a. ·charge having equivalent effect must 
correspond to the conditions under which the processing op~ration in 
question is actually to be effected. 
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,Article 22 
1. If, by reaso,n of im~orts or e~orts, the Community ~arket in one or more 
of thQ_ products .specified in Article _1{2) e:JC?~ionccs or is threatened .with 
serious_disturbances which~ endanger the objectives of Article 39 of the 
T.reat.y, appropri~te measureg m~·be applied in trade with third c~untries 
. . . .. . ~ ~ ' . ' ' ' 
until.such distur.bance .or threat of disturban~?e has ceased. 
. ' . . - ' . 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a·proposal from the Commission, 
s~ll a.Q.opt .detailed rules for. the application of this paragraph and define . 
)I' ', • ' 
the caycs in which and the limits within wl1ich Member State~ mey take interim 
prote7tive measures. 
2. If the situation mentioned in paragraph 1 arises, the Commission shall, at 
the request of a Member State or on its own initiative, adopt the necess~ 
measures; the measures shall be comnunicated to the Member States and shall be 
immediate~ applicable. If the Commission receives a. request from a Member 
State, it shall take a decision thereon l·d.thi·n ~11enty-four .hours following 
receipt ot·~pe re~est. 
3~ · The ;measures '::id.opted by tht; Commission mey be referred to the Council by any 
Member State within three working deys follmling the dey on which they were 
communicated. The Council shall oeet without de lay. It · mey, acting 'by 
a qualified rnajorit,y, amend or repeal the measures in question. 
Article ,U 
1.. To· the extent necessary to ena.ble economically important exports of the 
products specified in Article 1{2) to be effected on the basis of prices for 
'those products on the world oa.rket, the difference -bett-roen thcge prices and 
prices within the Cocmunit.y mey be covered by an export refund. 
2.. The ref'u.nd shall be the ·same for the whole' Communi t.y. It mey be varied 
according to destination. The refund: shall be granted .on a.pplica.ti6n by the 
part,y concerned. 
3· The Council, a.cting by a qualified majority on a. proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for granting export refunds and criteria 
for fixing the amount of such refunds. 
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4· Refunds shall be fixed at regul~ intervals in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 32. Where necessary the Commission m~, at the 
request of a Member State or on its ·awn initiative,, alter the refunds in the 
intervening period. 
5· Detailed rules for tho a?plication:of this· Article' Shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 32. 
('• 
'l'ITLE V 
:' ...... 
1. ~10 provisions of the Regul~tions on the financing of tho ooomon 
,.,.,. ,, ~ . '• 
agriculttrral policy shall apply to the market in the products specified in 
Article 1· With· ef'feot from· the date on which the eys~m· PJ"avided for 
, by this Regulation begins to apply. · 
2. ·F~fty,~r cent of the aids granted by the Member States ~der Art~clc 6(1) 
'· ' • ' l 
, sha.l;l ,be rE;l~mb~~~cl :by t~c Gu,id;.anco. Section of the El,lropean Agricultural . 
' ' ~ ' ~ '', I" • ,' ' •• ' ' '• • . _., . ' ' ' ~ ' ' ' ' 
.Guidance and Guarantee Fund. 
• • ' ' '' • < • ' : ' : ' \ ~' '• I J " 
• ' fl .... 
. . . 
The Council, adting qy·a qUalified majority on a. proposal from the Cammi~sion, 
shall adopt detailed rules for the application of this paragraph. 
Article 25 
-- ..... 
1. ProduCts specified in Artiol~ 1 which are manufactured or 
obtained from products not coming within the terms o~ .Arti.c;t.e .9(2) 
or Article 10(1} of the Treaty shall not be admitted to free 
circulation within the Community.,. -
2. Without prejudice to other Community provisions, the :Member States shall 
t~ko th~ necessary steps to ensure that all fishing. vessels flyini the flag 
of' ~n~· of' the ')mber St~te~ ·shall enjoy ·~~uai ·~coess to ports a.nd: ·first-stage 
• ' '_,. ,, .. •,- 'll ', l , , \ 0 1 .. ' - ' I l 1• .. 0 
"'' " 
m~keting' ~nstallations together with a.ll associated 'equipnent 8.nd t:eohnical 
Arti.cle 26 
Subject to rfrry. pt.ovisions.,to the •·cqntrary ad'bptcd· pursuant to Articles 42 
and· .. 4-3 of. the···'iToaty;· Articles· ·92,· ~3 ariCi ·94 ot; ·the 'Tre.~ty sh~ll app}3" to 
p;:;6auction· ot ··an-a:. trade is 'the :r)r.oduc'lf&' 1Specificd.·. in· Artie~e. U, 
·"'· '"(" . ~ 
rt· ... ·.' . . 
. · .. - ,~)~3 -- .. 
'• \' ·-~. 
vfuere a price rise exceeding one of the guide prices referred to in 
Articl~s 9(l) and 14(1) or the- Community-producer price referred to in 
Article 16 (4) by a percentage still to 'be determined· is recorded on• the·. · 
Community market and where this situation is likely to persist and is 
disturbing or threatens to disturb the market, appropriate measures IDQf be 
taken to remedy the situation. 
..,._ f .. ._.- ·~ .: : .. 11ft 
The Council, acting b.Y a qualified majoritr on a proposal from the Coumission, 
shall adopt general rules for the applidatl.on ·of' this Article. 
lll'ticle 28 · · 
-. -. 
· ·For fi.'oz·€!n · prdduot·8, ·.:the Council' ·acting in,-accordance ·with; th~ procedure 
laid down in Article 43(2) of the EEC:~ea.ty, shall, to··the.ft!.ll:t;st extent 
. necessa;cy, adopt appropriate provisions to avoid :unstable prices and unequal 
i . . : • ' . • . •. . 
' conditions of oompeti tion ootwe_en fish frozen on board a. vessel and· fish 
frozen on land. The c~uncil, ~tin€; in aoco%-dance ·W:t th- irhe .s-aUte 
procedure, shall also adopt appttopriate measures to remedy a:rr.:t 
dif'ticul ties whiCh a~ . arise· with regard to stability Qf ~upply. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majori~ on a proposal from the Comcission, 
maur amend the ;Mme:x:es ' hereto ·and alter 'the pereent·age&· Specified .:l,n 
. ~ti61~s· 9,:· i1 i-imd ·15. ·-· 
,•, 
.t..rticle 30 
Memb€r States ·and the .commission shall co~unicate to each other_ tho 
' . 
information :necess.a:ry for:. the impl.emontation of this Re-gulation. 
' ' . ' 
Rules :tor. the o~cation and distribution o:f' .. such information 
shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 32. 
Az:tic,lo 31 .. , . -, · ,. ,. 
1. There is hereby set up a Ma.na.genrsnt Committee .for Fishery 
Products (hereinafter called •the Committee'), consisting of 
representatt'Ves· ·of the -!/!ember States with a ra·preaentative· of 
the Commission as Chairman. 
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-
'I' 7>'f"" •' ~' I~ ' :0'\o • 
2. Within the Committee, the votes of Member States shall be weighted in 
accordance, w;~:th Article 148(2) _ o( the Treaty. , The Ch~ ~1,~ not v:ote .• 
~t,iclo ,?~ 
1. Where the procedure laid down in this Article is to be followed, the 
. -Chairmen shall refer the matter to the Committee. either on his own initiative 
_, . j 
or. at the request of the representative of a. Member. State. 
,' . . . 
2. The representative of the Commission shall ·submit a ·draft o£ the ·t;,_easU:res 
.. -to ·be taken•· · .;The Cor.nni ttee shall deliver· its .Opinion on ·-.such measures, ·• 
' ' • ~ ! I ' 
within a, rtime ·limit . to be .,set'· by '·the Chai:t;'man according ·.to' the u;rgency of 
· the· questions. :under obn~idcration. "~ Opinion s~l be ·adopted by'- a,. ' 
": majority.::·~r-fcrty-o~e·v'otGs. ·· · ~ ··, ·,, 
3. The CoLliilission she.ll adopt measures which shall appq immediately. However, 
if these measures are not in accorda.nbe w~th the Opinion of the Committee, 
they shall fortm1i tn be communicated by the Commission to the Council. In 
that event the Commission ~~ defer application of the measures for not 
more than one month from tho date of such communication. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority, ~ take a differsnt decisio~ 
within one month. 
The Comr.1i ttee mey consiC::.cr a.rry other quo stion referred to it by its Chairman 
either on his min initiative or at the request of the representative of a 
lvlember State. 
Article :! 
at • Q 
Should transitional measures be necessary to facilitate the transition from 
the system at present in force in .ea.oll Nerab~r. ~"tate .to th<;._. sy~t.~m .. 9.st~bl,_j,f?~ed 
- ' I • ' ""•• ~ • ~ • ' r ' •' 
by this Regulation, ·in particule..r if the, introduction· of 'the net-T system,. . ·: 
gives rise to substantial difficulties in respect of certain products~ such 
measures shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
.Article 32. They shall be applicable fer not more than one year from the 
date on \'thich this Ret;ul~tion begins to apply. 
· .. 
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!fr,ticle J.2 
1 t ~ ~ ' •'·-; • ' 
'- ' . - ~ . .. ... . -
This Regulation shall be so api)iidd thB.t· approptiate acdoUnt .is ·t~n~:'>o.t: 
tho same time, of the objectives set out in 1\.rticles 39 and 110 of the Treaty. 
1. ·negula:tion (EEC) ··N-o. 2142/?o(l) of 2o october 1970 on tto: common ~~gam.zation 
of the market in fishecy products, as last amended· by RegUlation (EEC) 'No~ 
118~/75 (2 ~,. is hereby reppq.led. . .. 
2, mreferences to the Regulation repealed by paragraph·l shall be 
treated as references to ·this Regulation. ·Referenoes·t~ the 
. . ' 
Articles. of that ReguJ.atiOn.·shall b.e correlated· wi-th·the. Ar·tioles 
of this Regule:tion in accordance with the tabl-e .. es-t out in· .Annex VI. 
Article 37 , 
This Rcgulation.s~l ent~r into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly ~pplicable 
in ·au Member States •. · 
Done at Brussels, 
·~ I·_ 
oJ No L 236; 27 October'· 1970," P• 5 
OJ·Wo ~ 1187 .8 Mey 19J-5, -l?~ f 
. . . 
•· 
. ' 
For the Council 
The Pro siC!.ont 
.·,'! 
~ ' I . 
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.ANNEX I 
' ...... 
. ·. '·' \ 
,• •• -.lw. •"' 
A. Fresh pr chilled products falling within su~heading No. ex 03.01 B I 
1. Herring 
2. Sardines 
3· Red£ish (Sebastcs marinus) 
4· Cod 
5· Coo.lfish 
6. I-:addock 
1· v!hi ting 
8. Mackerel 
9· Anchovies 
10. Pl::..ico 
lL Halce (merluccius Sl')P•) 
B. Frozen products fe~lint; 'l'Ti thin sub-heading No. ex 03.01 B I (a) 
Herring 
c. Shrir.1ps of the genus Crangon sp. p. t fresh, chilled or simply boiled in 
water, falling ~·rithin sub-heading No. 03.03 A IV (b) 1 
·. 
~.~II 
· Frozen products falliilg ··within sUb-heading 1To. ex '03~01· B I· 
Sardines 
- Sea bream of the species Dentex dentex and Pagcll~s 
Frozen products falling within -:· · heading No ex 03.03, 
- Squid (Loligo sp. p., Onmastrephes sagittatus, Todarodos sagittatus, 
Illex coindetti) 
Cuttlefish of the species Sepia officinalis, Rossia macroso~a end Sepiola 
rondeleti 
- Octopus 
,, 1· •• 
. ., ~.. " ~ . 
ANNEX III 
Ttum;y, fresh, chilled or frozen, for the industJ:ial manufacture of products 
falling within heading No 16.04 (sub-heading No. 03·.01 B I (c) 1) 
A. All species of tunny 
B. Conversion factors applicable to the various species of t~ 
Yellow-finned t~: 
Long-finned tu:rllzy' 
Other species 
weighing not more than 
· 100 kg each (1) 
weighing more than 
100 kg each (1) 
Conversion factor 
1 
1.10 
1.25 
.0.70 
c. Conversion factors in respect ot the different forms of 
presentation for -each of the species set out in Section B 
1. Whole 
2. Gilled and gutted 
3. other (for example, 'heads off') 
1 
1.14 
1.24 
·; 
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A. Fresh, chilled or :f'rozen·p:roducts· 
Sub-heading No. 03.01 A.I (a)· 
Sub-he.ading No,. ·03 •. 01 A Ill 
B. Frozen products 
Sub..headiilg No. ex ·03.01 B I 
Sub-heading No. ex 03.01 B II (b) 
Sub-heading No. ex 16 .04 G I 
c. Prepared or preserved fish 
Sub-heading Iio. 16.04 D 
Sub-heading No. 16.04 E 
Trout 
.Carp 
and 
. ' 
Cod 
Coalfish 
Haddock 
Redfish (Sebastes marinus) 
Mackerel 
Hake (merluccius spp.) 
Sardines 
.. ' 
(1) References to weight apply to whole products. 
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··ANNEX V 
• ' ,,, 
1
- .... '\*"' -·- ..... "~· :'. ~·.tr ~· -~ • ..,.e', .... t· .. ~~, .,.-., ~ ·-~IT' 1 ..... .. , • .. , ·•·., 1 •• • • .,.,. ,, .... 
NEVI NOHENCLA~ FOR CHAPTER 3 AND HF.ADING No. 05.15 OF THE COMMON''mJS?roMS 
TARIFF 
.. ,. " · .. ~... ,, ·' .. 
CCT heading 
No 
03.01 . 
. ., 
•• ,. t"J • •41'", 
Description of goods 
Fish, f'resh (live or dead), chilled or frozen: 
A. Freshwater fish: 
I. Trout and other salmonidae : 
(a) Trout 
(b) J>almon 
:(c) lake white fish 
(d) other 
II. jEels 
III. Carp 
IV. Other 
B. Sal tllater fish: 
I. vfuole, headless or in pieces: 
(a) Herring: 
1. From 15 Febru.a.ry to 15 June: 
(aa) Fresh or chilled 
(b) 
(c)· 
(bb) Frozen 
2. From 16 June to 14 Februa.ry: 
(a.a.) Fresh or chilled 
(bb) Frozen 
Sprats: 
' 
1. From 15 February to 15 June 
2. From 16 June to 14 Febru.a.ry 
Tunnyt 
1. For the industrial manufacture of products 
.falling within heading No. 16.04 (a): 
(a) Entry under this sub-heading is subject to complihnce with conditions 
to be determined by the Competent authorities • 
. ,.: 
ccT heeding 
No 
': ...... , .. 
.. ~0,3,.01,. ·'· 
(cont.) 
.. ' 
.t ·~ • 
'\. .. · . ..,. 
-. 3~'-
.................. ) .. 
.... .' .... . .. 
11. Yellow-finned tUlllzy': 
(a.a.a.) Trleighing not more than 
10 kg each 
(bbb) other 
22. Longo-finned t'l.ll'Ul;Y' 
33• Other 
(bb) Gilled a,nd gutt~d: 
11. Yellow-finned: 
(aaa) Weighing not more than 
· 10 k& each 
(bbb) Othez: 
22. Long-finned tunny 
33· other 
(cc) Other (for example, •heads offt): 
' ' 
2. Other 
11. Yellow-finned tunny: 
(aaa) Ueighing not more than 
100 kg each 
{bbb) Other 
22. Long-finned tunny 
33· Other 
(d) · Sardines (Clu:pea pilchar~us Walbaum): 
· 1. Fre-sh or c-pilled 
2. Frozen 
., :. · (e) :Dogfish 
(f) Redfish (Sebastes marinus): 
' "~>" .~.... •"" I IIi .,_' ,.. ~ '-
2. Frozen 
32 -
" 
............ ' 
~~--~~~--~~------------~~--~~---P--~--~------------·' CT . ...hea.ding. o · · · ·· · ·· •· · · Description af goods 
--------------~------~~~~--~~--~----~--~~~--~--~~ g) Halibut Hippoglossus vulgaris, Hippoglossus 
03.01 cont. 
J... ~ • • .\. • • 
reinha.rdti us) 
(h) Cod (Gadus morrhua or Gadus callarias): 
1., Fresh or chilled· 
2. Frozen 
(j) Coalfish (Pollachius virens or Gadus virens): 
1. Fresh or chilled 
2. Frozen 
(k) Haddock: 
1. Fresh or chilled 
·2. Frozen 
(1) Whiting (Merlangus merla.ngu.s): 
·1. Fresh or chilled 
2. Frozen 
(m) }11ackerel: . 
1. From 15 February to '15 June: 
(aa) 
(bb) 
~~sh or chilied 
i 
Frozen 
. i 
2. From. H~ June to 14 February: 
(a.a) Fre.sh or chiJ,led 
(bb) Frozen 
(n) Anchovies (Eng.raulis sp.: p): 
1. Fresh or:ohilled 
2. Frozen 
' ... (o) Plaice: 
1. Fresh or chilled 
2~ Frozen 
(P) Sea bream of the ~pecies Dentex dentex and 
Pagellus: • 
1. Fresh or qhil~ed 
2. Frozen \ ; 
(q) Other 
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--..... ---------""-''"""·---------------------CCT l:'\'.8·ti.n,<:; lh i :<-;r;;r:r·.i.T:tion of goods 
f -· -
O ·~~ :~·- !;/~.!:~~ .. -~--..... -... _:-............ ~-.... - --.-.-~~<.,o!lt;.. O ,......,.JII'A) ',.A.f, .. ~r.~c--· ------------------
- 03~;,;·~ ·<;vdr~ ·, •·· ... '·-· ···- ~ ti~:=rl~l_:·.~~~~f ;: ~~-~ ·::~~-·:· ~- .... _:~ ·· ·•··· · · ...... . 
03.02 
·1. .. 
· (a) 1<\ -~th-or chilled 
(b) Frcscn: 
' I 
. . ·~ .. ". .. 
1. Of cod (Gadus mo~~hua or Gadus callaria~) 
2. Of coalfish ff.,~,l ~2.,;hius virens or 
Gadus virenn} 
3. Of haddock 
4• Of redfish {Sebastes ma~inus) 
5 • Of tun:rzy-
6. Mackerel 
7• · Other 
c. Livers and roes: 
Fish, .dried, s-aJ.ted or in brine; smoked fish, whether or 
not cooked befox·e or during the smoking _f)rocess: 
A. Dried, salted or in brine: 
I. t~ol~, headles~ or in pieces: 
(a) Herrings 
{b) Cod 
' {~) ~nchovies (Engraulie sp.p.) 
{d) 
(e) 
(t:) 
Common halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris) 
Salmon, salted o~ in brine 
., ' . 
Other 
. II. Fi,ll~ts: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c)' 
(d) 
Of cod 
Of sa~.mnn, sal ted or in brine 
0:," le~0,~1· or Greenland l:aJibut (Hippoglossus 
r•~·':r! .. s~:·'(:t:!.Lo), salted or in brine 
·B.· . Smoked, wh!""'~h\'?: or not cooked before or during the 
smo~ ,Pra,.'.:l,-:-5: 
' .. 
I. Herring 
II. Salmon 
III. Lesser or Greenland halibut (Hippoglossus reinhardtius) 
. ' .. l..c 
. ' .. '\' 
... "- ........... ...\. 
) ~ \ ) 
CCT heading No r 
.,. 
.,_ ..... ,. 
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t 1 F I H 1 • r a • t I J I 
Description of goods 
IV. Common halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris) 
V. other 
c. .Livers and roes 
D. Fish meal 
'1- . .• 
Crustaceans and molluscs, whether in she~l or not, fresh 
(live or dead), chilled, frozen, salted, in brine or dried; 
crustaceans, in shell, simply boiled in water: 
A. Crustaceans: 
I. Crawfish 
II. Lobsters (Homarus sp.p.): 
(a) Live 
(b) other: 
1. Whole 
2. Other 
lli. Crabs and freshwater creyfish 
IV. Shrimps and prawns: 
(e.) Prawns (Pandalidae sp.·p.} 
(b) Shrimps of the genus Cra.ngon sp.p.: 
1. Fresh, chilled or simply boiled in water 
M' 0 j .~~.· • ' • ' ' 
2. Other 
(c) Other 
V. Other (for example, Norwey lobsters) 
B. Molluscs: 
I. Oysters: 
(a) European flat oysters weighing not more than 
40 g each 
(b) Other 
II. Mussels 
III. Snails, other than sea snails 
IV. other 
(a) Frozen: 
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:: : ': :~~-... i... o ..... ~ ..... ...,.o_r_g_o_od_s _______ _. __ _ 
-,, ....... ' ~ ··- >t. 
.. • IOo'l' •• ,, ' ' '.... • 1 l' ', -~ ~' .. •t ..,..., ~ ' > .. , ' ( u.a.) Omma.strephes sa.gi -ttatu13 and ·~ .,. ;· tortgcfw~p.)S..;-- .. , ·· •·:· ·· : ·. · !.. ··' •·· : .. ... 
{bl). Other • · , 
2. Cu,~+l8fish of· the specieJs Sepia. officina.lis, 
RcfH_,~ ~ ma.crosoma. a.nd Sepiola. rondeleti 
4· Otlwr 
(b) Other: 
l. ST,:·.i d · ( Omma.strephe s segi tta.tus a.nd Loligo 
sp.p.) , . 
2. Ott.cr 
Animal prod11<.~-t-:1 ":let dsewhere s~oified ·or included; dead 
animals of Cl~.":)l.•.:r.- .i or Chapter .3, un:':'i {;·for human 
consumption: 
A. Fish, crr:.0·b .. :.:( >ns and moilusos: 
I. Fish 0~~ 8~ Ln.~~h of 6 em or less, a.nd shrimps 
and !.·.:,· !.,···12', '2·ied 
II. Othe..:- ·. <~ ) . · 
13. other 
------..-.---~------.... ..,. ...... ~-.tr ...... n .. ~.':..~•------------------. . (a) ·See Annex Ill to the Common 0'.·.:· ;·c~J~' '<'3.riff 
--------"--------·"""'-"'•'"'-"'''~~,.,.·-------------------
... 
Article 7 
7 a 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
18a 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
25a. 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
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AlrnEX VI 
........ l.N 
~':!' " •· "'' ,I ' " '' I''" ' "' 
Article 8 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
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Pro~psal for qonsolidatipn of Regtllat~on (EE£] ¥o 2141L70 
The Commission pro9oses the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all acts 
of the Council relating to fishery productst it should also ;;roceed to ado·_)t the text 
of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2141/70 of ·20 -October 1970 13\'{ing c~mm a common 
structural policy for the fish~ng industry (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature \'thich arc shown 
below in a sittlplified form, and which should be inter9retod into the .text. 
References 
4th citation 
article 15 
Former text 
....................... 
Having regard to the Opinion of the 
European Economic and Social Committee 
the text of article 15 shall be 
re9laced by: 
(1) OJ No L 236, 27.10.1970, ~· 1 
N0w te:::t 
,... 'r • 
1. Council Regu.lation {EEC) 
No. 2141/70 of 20 October 
1970 l~ing d~m a common 
structural policy for the 
fishing industry (1), is 
hereby repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed by 
virtue of paragraph 1 
shall be treated as 
references to this 
Regulation • 
. Article 16 
This Reg~lation shall enter 
into force on 
Proposal for consolidation of Council Regulation (EEC) 
, __ ~ , . ·. . - No.1~15/7: . - . 
The Commission propos_es the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all acts 
of the Council' relating to fishery ;:>roducts, . it shoulC:. also :;>roceed to r.,clO)t the 
text to Council Regulation.(EEC) No 1315/71 of 21 JUne 197i on imports into the 
-
Community of fishery products originating in Turkey (1). 
This consolia.ation involves certain ada';>tations of a formal nature which are shotm 
bcl~J in a sim~lified form, and which should be interpreted into the texto 
References 
article 4 
• 1 
Former te=::t 
.. -·- --~ 
The text of article 4 shall be 
replaced by: 
: ~ -
(1) OJ No L 139, 25.6.1971, p. 1 
New text· 
1. Council Regulation (EEc'i 
No 1315/71 of 21 June 1971 
on imports into the 
Community of fishery product3 
originating in Turkey (1), 
is hereqy repealed. 
2·. All references to the 
Regulation repealed ,.by 
virt_ue of paragraph 1 
shall be treated as 
'references to this· 
.Regulation. 
Artic,le • .,2. 
This Regulation shall enter 
into force on 
., . 
. ~ -· . ~ ... : . . ' . '• 
B!GUllATION ~ ( EEC} ·!S~ : .. ·. ,·, .· .. ~, . <),F ~BE gpyyc:p;, .. 
of 
.concer~ing imports· into the Community of fi~hery 
products originating in ~~orocco 
' ' ' F • 
--·-
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN· COMIVIUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof; 
H~ving regard. to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Whereas implementation of the common fishery policy has rendered 
null and void_the· system provided for in Annex 2 to th~ Agreement 
establishing aq Association between the European Economic 
Commu:ni ty and the Kingdom of Moroceo; whereas the Comrrr.mi ty must, 
pursuant to Article 10 (~} of that Annex, take account of the 
interest of Morocco when establishing the common organization of 
the m~ket in fishery products; 
Whereas Counci-l Regulation (EEC) No 1) of 
on the common organization of the market in fishery products 
established a system of trade with third countries based on the 
application of the Common Customs Tariff; whereas it is possible 
for the Community to meet its obligations with regard to Morocco 
by granting that country considerable tariff concessions which can 
go as far as. exemption from duty for product~ ·falling 'tvi.thin r 
Chapter 3 of the Common Customs Tariff; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 1) defined Community 
arrangement for imports of carp from Morocco; whereas ~inoe~ .. 
1) See page of this Official Journal. 
- 2 ..... 
such arrangements.have not yet been defined for imports of 
.,. 
trout and prepared or preserved-sardines and tunny from third 
countries, the definition of arrangements applicable to imports 
of the said products originating in Morocco should be deferred; 
HAS ADoPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The pro~ucts listed in Article 1 {2) (a), (b), (c),- (d) and·(g) 
of Regulation (EEC) ·No , with the exception of trout and 
carp falling respectively within subheadings 03.01 A I (a) and 
03.01 A III of the Common Customs Tariff originating in Morocco, 
shall be imported into the Community free of customs duty. 
Article 2 
The products listed in Article 1 (2) (e) and (f) of Regulation 
(EEC) No , with the exception of prepared or preserved 
sardines and tunny falling respectively within subheadings 
16.04 D and 16.04 E of the Common Customs Tariff originating in 
Morocco, shall be imported into the Community at customs dut~es 
equal to 30% of the Common Customs Tariff duties applicable. 
Article 3 
1. Cou.~cil Regulation (EEC) N~ 1705/711) of 26. july 1971 concerning 
imports into the Community of fishery products originating 
in Morocco is hereby repealed. 
2. References to the Regulation·repealed pursuant to paragraph 1 
are to be understood to apply to this Regulation. 
1) OJ No L 17~, 5.8.1971, P• 2. 
-3.-
. "'. ') ~- ~. . 
Article 4 
' ~ .- . 
~hi~ Regulati~n shall enter into. force.,on 
' ' ~ 
This Regulation shall be binding ~n ~t~ entire~y and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
-Done a~. Brus_~els, 
,· ' 
... . . ~ 
For the Council 
'•"'r • 
. , ... 
'' ' 
~he Pres~dent 
'' 
'' '' 
' f 
. ' 
REGULATION (EEC) ~o OF THE COUNCIL 
I 
of 
, concerning imports into the Community of fishery 
products originating in Tunisia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular 'Article 43 thereof; 
Having regard •·to the proposal from the Commissio~; 
Havin~ regard to the Opinion of the Europe'an Parliament; 
Whereas implementation of the common fishery policy has rendered 
null and void the system provided for in Annex 2 to the 
Agre~ment ·establishing an Association between the European 
Economic c6mmuni ty· and the .. Tlinisian 'Republic; whereas ·the 
Communi.'ty must, .pursuant. to' Article 10 ( 2) 'of that Annex, take 
accottnt of the interests of Tunisia when establishing the coromDn 
organization of the market·in fishery products; 
Vlhereas Council Regulation (EEC) No · 1 of 
on the common organization of the market in fishery products 
established a system of trade With third countries based on the 
application of the Comnon.Custom~ Tari~f; whereas it is possible 
for the Community· to: meet its oblig91-.t.ions with regard to· Tt+nisia."' 
by granting that country considerable tariff concessions which can 
go as far as exemption from duty for products falling within 
Chapter 3 of the Common Customs Tariff: 
\7hereas Reg\u~tion· (EEC) No 
arrangements for imports of carp from Tunisia; whereas, since~.,'.-·~. 
~ .,., . . 
1 See page of this Official .Journal:.·, 
. ' . ' 
- 2 -
such arrangements have not.),.:et .. Pfi!f?:r;J.~..d.~t.:ined. for. ~rriports of 
trout and pr€pared ~· o~: p~eserved · saraines ·· atid ·tunn.y ·!rom: third 
countries, the definition of arrangements applicable to imports 
of the said pr.oductfi originating, in ~aia sho~ld be deferred; 
HAD ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The productslisted.inArticle 1 (2) (a), (b), (c), (d) and {g) 
of Regulation (EEC) No , with the exception of trout 
and carp falli~g ~espectively within subhe~ding 03.01 A. I (a)· 
and 03.01 A III of the Common Customs Tariff _originating in 
Tunisia, shall ,be imported into the Communi·~y fre.e. of- customs 
duty. 
Article 2 
. . . 
The products lis.ted in Article l (2) (e).and .. (f) of.Regulatiop. 
{EEC) No , with the exception of prepar~d ~r preserve~ 
sardines. and tunny ,falling respectively v4thi.n, Sl+bheadings · ... ·, 
. . . ' .. . 
16.04 D and 16.04 E, of the Common C:Ustoms Tariff. originating .. -
in Tunisia, shall be imported into the Co~unity at customs 
duties equal to 30~'of the Comnon Qustoms T~~ff_duti~s applicable. 
Article ) . . · 
1-. ~ounci7- Regulatio~ (EEC) No 1706/71.1 of . 26 July. ~971 co.nc~~ng 
' . . .. •.. . . 
·imp,orts into the.Community of.fisher.y products originating in 
Tunisia .. is hereby repealed. 
2. References to the Regulation repealed pursuant to paragraph 1 
are to be understood to apply to this Re~~tion. 
·' 1 OJ No L 176, 5,8,1971, p. 3. 
- 3 -
Article 4 
'• ~.. . . 
'·' 
This Regulation shall enter into· force .on 
This Regulttion shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in a~l Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
: '! .;..· ' ., .• ~. 
For the Council 
The President 
- - -The Commission proposes tha Council that, as part of tho consolidation of all acts 
of the Council relating to fishery )rod~ct~'- i~ shou~cl aJ_so ;;roceecl ~o ado~-,t the 
text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3609/73- ~f 27 December 1973 on cust~ms 
treatment to be applied to certain fishery products originating in NOrw~ (1). 
. ' . 
This consolidation involves oertain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a. simplified form, and which should be interpreted into tle text. 
References 
article 4 
Former text 
The text of article 4 shall be 
re::>laced by: 
(1) OJ No L 365, 31.12.1973, P• 171 
New te:ct 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 3609/73 of 27 December 
1973 on customs treatment 
to be applied to certain 
fis..'lery products originating 
in Nori'l'~ (1), is hereby 
repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed by virtue 
of paragraph 1 shall be 
treated as references to 
this Regulation. 
Article _5. 
This Regub.t:i on shaJ 1 C!ltcy 
into for.ce on 
R~ULATIOI~ (J?!_C) No OF THE COUNCIL 
' - . .I 
.. 
of 
concerning the importation into -the Community. of 
certain fishery products nriginating in Morocco 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMl'.IDNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Corrn-,mni ty, and in particular Article 43 thereof: 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having :i•egexd to· the Opinion of ·the· Eurcrpean · Parl:t-ament; 
\¥hereas the arrangements for t~e import~tion into_the Community 
of fishery products originating in Morocco laid down by 
Regulation (EEC) No . 1 do not cover trout, 'carp, preserved 
sardinea~ or- tunny; whereE\,s negotiati_ons .are .. ~~.-R!.'~gress .for the 
conclusion of a new Association Agreement between the Europee..n 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Morocco which should 
establish special import arrangements for the said products; 
Whereas, pendine the -entry into force o·f' ·.that Agreement, the, ,, 
transitional arrangements for imports into the Co~~unity of 
certain fishery products originating in Morocco, whether in 
respect of carp end trout or pr·eB'erved sardines- and ··tunny, 
should therefore be extended until the entry into·force of.the 
Agreement referred to above or until 31 Decembe~ 1975, whichever 
' ... .., 
is the earlier; r· -·•'' 
' r:' 
Vlliereas, having regard to the provisions of the Act of Accession, 
the import arrangements applied by the.J4ember States to the 
, I 
products 'iri -qtiestfo"tl ·driginating i-n ·Morocco'·'inust not .. be less·· 
1 See page of this Official Journal. 
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favourable th~ those .applied from l. Jar.n:1ary 197~ ~o like products 
originating iii~ third.' countries·:·.. . 0 ~- ' ... • -
HAS ADOPTED ·THIS REGULATION; 
Article 1 
The following products originating in Morocco shall be imported 
into .~~e Community free of customs duty: .. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
,· 
'' 
Description of goods 
Fish, fresh (live or dead), chilled or 
. frozen: .. 
A. Freehwater fish: 
I, Trout and other salmoni~ae: 
a) Trout 
Article 2 
1. Member States shall maintain in force the import arrangements 
applied on 31 January 1972 to the. follo\ving products originating 
in Mo'rocco.: ·. 
CCT 
heading 
. N'o . 
·:· ., 
Decription of goods 
Prepared or preserved fish, including caviar 
and caviar substitutes: 
• 
'D.; Sardirtes · 
E, TUnny 
•. 
·. 
- 3 -
2. However i' Mem'Qer ··Sta;tes which open tariff quotas under the 
., •.t ''' • t ' .,., r ' .... ' ~ ' 
arrangements referred to in paragrahp 1 may increase the quantity 
of such quotas by not more than 30%. 
3. The import ·arrangements applied to the produ:e'ts. specified 
in paragraph 1 originating in Morocco shall in no case be less 
favourable than those appli·ed to like products originating in 
third COltntries. 
/Article 3 
The arrangements provided for in this Regulation shall ~pply 
for 1975, until the entry into force of the new Association 
Agreement betw~en the European Economic Community and the 
Kingdom of Morocco or until 31 December 1975, whichever is the 
earlier. 
Coun.cil Regulation (EEC) No 347/752 of 10 February 1975 concerning 
the importation in~o the Community of certain fishery products 
originating in r.1orocco is hereby repealed. 
References. t.o the Regulatioi+ repe~ed pursua.11t to ,paragraph 1 
are to be tu1derstood to apply ·to this Regulation. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into for~e on 
,~his Regulation sh~ be,binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in a~1 Member States. 
Do~e a·t. ~ssels, 
For the Council 
The President 
·2 OJ No L 40, 14.2.1975, p. 3. 
REGU~TION (EEC)-~o OF THE COUIWIL '. 
-. , 
· of 
concerning the importation into the Community of 
fishery pro~ucts originating in.Tunisia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES~ 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the lli1ropean Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 43 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Whereas the arrangements for the importation into the Community 
of fishery products originating in ~\misia laid doMl by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1 do not cover trout, ·carp, preserved 
sardines or tunny; 
~~ereas negotiations are in progress for the conclusion of a 
new Association Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Tunisia which should establish special import 
arrangements for the said products; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of that Agreement, the 
traTJ.si tional arrangements for imports into 'the Community of 
certain ~ishery products originating in Tunisia, whether in 
respect of carp and trout or· preserved sardines and tunny, -should 
be extended until the entry into force of the Agreement referred 
to above or until 31 December 1975, whichever is the earlier; 
Whereas, having regard to the provision of the Act of Accession, 
the import arrangements applied by the Member States to the 
1 See page of this Official Journal 
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' 
products in qu9,stion originating in Tunisia must not be less· 
favourable than those appli~d from 1 January 1975 to like 
• ! ' '~ 
products originating in third countries. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Ar·!;icle 1 
. ,.,.· 
The following products originatine in Tunisia shall be imported 
into the Community free of oustoms duty: 
. 
.,., .. . . . 
heG.Cj_ng 
He 
Des~ription of goods 
Fish, :.:'resh (live or dead),. chill.ed · · 
or fr') ,:.en: 
A. FreEhwater fish: 
I. Trout and other salmonidae 
a).Trout 
III. Carp 
Article 2 
1. Uember States shall maintain to force the import arrangements 
applied on 31 January 1972 to the following products originating 
in Tunisia: 
CCT 
heac'ing 
lio 
Desc~~pt~on ~f ~oods 
Prep~red or preserved fish, including 
cavio::.< . .r and caviar substitutes: 
D. Sardines 
E. Tt1:1ny 
' ~ • •• 'r '\ 
- 3 -
2, · However, Member Sta~e,s which open. tariff quotas under the 
arrangements refe;rred -to in. paraeraph ·1 may· itwrease the 
quantity of such quotas by_ not. m~;e ~han 3-o?t._. -
3. The import arrangements applied _to the productB specified 
in paragraph 1 originating in Tunisia shall in no case be less 
favourable than those applied to like products originating in 
third countries. 
Article 3 
The arrangements provi4ed for in this Regulation shall apply 
- ,_ ' ~ . ~. ;; 
for 1975, until the entry into force of the new Association 
Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Republic of Tunisia or until 31 December 1975, whichever is 
' . 
the earlier. 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 346/7'52 of 10 February 1975 
concerning the importation into the Community of certain 
. . . 
fishery products originating in Tunisia is hereby repealed. 
' I 
--. t ~ •' ~ 
..... 
0 ' References to the Regulation repealeCl. pursuant to paragraph 1 
are to be understood to apply to this Regulation. 
Articl~ 5 
This Regulation shall enter into fo~ce on 
0 ' 
This Regul~tion shall be bincing in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all ~.'!ember Statcz. 
" : ' ~ 
Done at Brussels~ 
2 OJ No L 40, 14.2.1975, p. 1. 
For the Cou.ncil 
The President 
The Commission prbposes the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all acts 
of the CoUhcil relating to· fishery ~oducts, it should also proceed to adopt the 
text of Council Regulation· (mcc) Uo 1183/75 of 5 I\Ja.y 1975 fixing for the 1975 
f~.r::;i.:.i :: ... : ;;·ceJ.~ a guide price for hake (1). 
The consoli~tion inyolves certain ada'tations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be interpreted into the.text. 
References 
2n1 visa, lst and 
}rcl. rcci tal 
footnote 
article 2 
Former text 
...,.............,......._..._ .......... 
article 8 
(1) OJ No L 236, 27.10.1970, P• 5 
(2) OJ No L .2641 5.12.1970, I'• 1 
the text of al'ticl~ 2 shall be 
re:;>laced by 
New t0xt 
Article 9 
see page of this 
Official Journal 
see page of this 
Official Jourrurl 
1. Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 1183/75 of 5 
Ma.y 1975 fixing for 
the fishing year a guide 
price for hake (1) 
is hereqy rr~pealed. 
2. All references to 
the Regulation repealed 
by virtue of paragraph :i.. 
shall be treated as 
references to this 
Regulation. 
This Regulation shall 
enter into force on 
Besides, references to Regulations which Qy reason. of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be rerylaced by a rof3rc:.>cjf3 set i;ing out their new ntunber in 
a.ccorda.L1ce wi t:1 the follo1--1ing table: 
Relevant ·orovisj.ons 
.................................. 
2nd visa 
(1) OJ No L 118, 8.5.1975, P• 2 
2142/70 20 October 1970 
as last amended. by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1182/75 
Relevant 2rovisions 
~ lrW.1i~ 
2M. recital 
3rd reoi tal 
a.l'rtioM ( 1 
footnote 
Reference to te renlaccd 
,.. 
1 ~ • " "'·•) II:,. t f ' V'•" .; ._ • -
2142/70 
by :Regulation. (EEC) 1T~ ·.li82/75. 
. 2142/7o . · 
'2142/70 
24:J5/70 30 November .1970 
2455/70 
(2). see page 1 of this 
Official Journal 
•: ~ 
~EGULATION (EEC) No OF THE COUNCIL 
of 
laying down common marketing standards for certain- -- ·--
fresh or chilled fish 
THE CqUNCIL .oF THE EUROPEAN COWruNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community; 
Having reg~& to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1 of 
on the common organization of the market in 
fishery _prod~cts, ~d i~ particular Pxticle 2 (3) thereof; 
·. . 
'Having'regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas Regulati:~n (EEC) No provides that common 
marlcs~~ing standards may. be laid d~; whereas the ap;;lic.ation ·. · :. 
of such standards should' ~elp to imp~ov~ the quality of fish. 
marketed and thus facilitate their sale;, 
Whereas one way of improving quality is to prohibit the marketing 
for human consumptio~ of fish which· is not ·of a. g1 ven de~ 4f 
!reehness; · 
Whereas, in almost ~11 Member States engaged in sea. fishing,· 
. ' . . 
fish which have been adjudged fit· for h'Wllan oonsumption under. 
natio~al regulati9ns are o~fered for sale af~er gradi~g for size, 
~ . ,• 
weight, presentation and other criteria; whereas fish are also 
graded according ~o degTee of freshness; 
Vlhereas the adoption of standards for certain products has 
assumed particular importance in view of the measures on the 
, See page of this Of~icial Journal. 
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determination-:an~ -~fo:dniti~~ . ,.Q(.PT.~.c~s pro.vid~~ f?r in .Regulation 
(EEC) No ; whereas the gradi-ng hitherto carried out at 
national level should therefore be standardized; 
. .·) ',: ·, ... 
Whereas fish have hitherto·· be·en graded only before being sold 
for the first time, since a large proportion of such fish is 
immediately filled or othe~wise _processed; whereas application 
of common standards should therefore be limited to the first 
marketing stage- in the Community; 
Whereas the standards must apply to all fish intended for human 
consumption, including·im~ort~d fish, mar~eted on the territpry 
of the· Member States of· :the·: Community; w:qere':s the limitation 
of the· obligation incumbent on· :the industry to fish intended for 
' ·- . 
human consumption enables a clearer and more rapid distinction to 
be made between products which are ju_dged fit for h~an cons:umption 
and which, being used for that purpose, are therefore sni~j-;ct. to 
grading,.·· and ;ot-l~e.r products; wherea~ thi~ will facilitate both 
' I ~ '· . ' ' ' ' ' 
market~ng ·at the: st~~ge wh.ere-. stanclards P-I:e appJ,ied ~;md. th~: cheQh'"ing of 
ootnP11a,:i~9·'·w1th th~se standards; where~ .it aeerne · . . :· · · · 
necessary, however, to excluO.e from the_ field of appiication of 
the standards certain direct sales of small quantities to 
. I'~.t·ai,lers · Qr co.:Q.Stu'Aers; 
. ' 
' ffi1ereas the ten species covered by this Regulation represent . . 
. ' . 
about 60% of Community production of fresh fish and 80% of imports 
from ·third ·countries; whereas pri_ori ty should ~he:ref.ore .. be g?. ven 
. . ' ' .. -, ' . 
to·.the·a.doption of standards for these speciee; 
• •' .' ' ' ' ·t ' I ' • ~ ' '• • ' 
. ; 
.. ,' 
Wher.e.as .fresh:Q.ess is a decisive factor in ass~ssing the qu~li ty 
. . ' . ' 
of fish; whereas grading by size is also essential because of the 
diversity of consumer~ buying habits and the processinG methods 
normallY used in tte Community; 
Whereas the varying degrees offbeshness and differences in size 
must be made adequately clear; whereas it is advisable therefore 
to provide for a limited, yet sufficien\number of freshness and 
size categories; ·:, 
• 
3 -
Whereas there is at present no objective method of assessing the 
freshness of. fish· both r.apid~y and cheaply; whereas only · 
' -
organoleptic examination, which is, moreover, in use inthe Member 
States, meets this requirement and constitutes an acceptable 
method; 
' ~-' 
Whereas, in view of normal practice in most 'r:Iember States, it 
is advisable that the industry should grade fish for freshness 
and size; whereas, with a view in particular to assessing freshness 
by organoleptic criteria, provision should be made for the 
collaboration of experts appointed for this purpose by the trade 
organi~at~ons concerned; 
v ' ' ' 
' 
Whereas, in order to keep each other informed, each Member State 
shotud supply the other Member States and tt.e Commission with a 
list of the names and addresses of the experts and· tr.ade. 
organ~zations concerned: 
~hereas it is essential that fish imported from .third countries 
.sho-q.ld.conform to Community standards; 
' . ' ~ • t ' ' • . • 
,• •?" 
V!hereas the application of Community stand·ards to these ·fish 
mea~s that additional information must be given on packages; 
whereas, however, this information is not necessary in the case 
.of . fish landed in ·tihe Community from vessels under the same 
. ' ' ' ' 
· 'co~ditions as Community catches: 
1· 
~ 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULAT!ON: 
.{\.rticle 1 
For the purposes of :!;his Regulatiop.: 
(a) 'marl{eting' means· the ffrst of'ferirtg for sale anCi ·the first 
sale after arrival in'the Community; 
' ' 
(b) 'lot' means a quantity of fish ·-of. the same species which has 
been subjected to the same treatment_and which may have come 
from the same· fishing ground- and the .-same vessel;. 
'1., 
- 4 -' -
(c) -··fishing ground f: mean:s' the· description usually given by the 
fishing in<ltistry .to-· the place in ·which ·the ea:tches have 
' . ~ . . 
'.,: '. 
(d) 'presentation' means the form in which the fish is marketed~ 
such as whole, gutted, headless, etc. 
Article 2 
1. ~sh. as· specii'ied in' Article' 3 which form T,Jart ·o·f C,ol'lliiR~i ty 
catches may. be marketed for human consumption vdthi'n the .. 0-ommu:ni ty 
only if 11 complies with ·the provisions. of this Regulation~ 
' ~' . 
2. The-provisions of this ·Regulation-shall not 1 however, apply 
to small quantities of: fish disposed· of· by inshore fishermen 
direct to retailers or to consmners. ' ' ~ ' 
3. · Detailed.·. :rules·· for· the -application: of· par~oo:baph ·~ s-hall be 
adopted in accordance with the procedure J.aid down in- ·Arti·cle 32 
of Re~atio~ (EEC) No 
'·· . 
... 
Article 3 
. -
Marketing atandards"are hereby laid dovm·for the· following·species 
of saltwater fish falling within subheading ex Oj.Ol B I of'the 
Common Customs Tari:t; with the exception of fish which is live, 
frozen or in pieces. '. 
Cod 
Coalfish 
Haddock 
Whiting 
Plaice· ··.: 
Redfish 
·Mackerel 
. ~ ' '.~ ' . 
·Herring 
• ' ' • I 
sardine$ 
1: : •• ·; 1,., 
Ancriovfas· " 
(Gadus_ morrhua.) 
(Pollachius virens) 
(Melanograrnmus .. aeglefinus) 
(Merlangius merlangus) 
{l'leuronectes platessa) 
(Sebastes: ·marj;..nus) 
(Scomber,scombrus) 
. . . ~ ... ' ' · .. 
' .. 
(Clupea harengris) 
- (.Clupe~ };,i::i.chardus _ Walba1,1!11) 
.. ( Engr~uii~ encrc.si~hoi~s) 
:I 
.. 
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Article 4 
The marketing standards referred to in Article 3 
comprise: 
(a) freshness categories and 
(b) size categories. 
Article 5 
The fre·shness category of each lot ·shall be determined on 
the basis of the freshness rating of the fish and.a number 
of additional requirements. 
·The freshness rating shall be defined. by r~ferenoe to. 
' · ·· the scale set out in Annex A to this Regulation, which 
covers the following aspects: 
(a) appearance 
>(b) condition 
-
,(a) smell 
Each part examined ~hall be awarded marks corresponding to 
the freshness criteria indicated in the scale. fh$ 
arithmetic mean of ·~he. marks awarded shall indicate the 
freshness rating. 
. Article 6 
1. On the basis of the provisions of,Article. 5, fish shall 
., 
be classified by lot in Freshness Category' 'Extra' ~ A or B. 
Freshness Category; '_EX!tra' .. 
The freshness rating of the fish in this category shall 
be 2.7 and over. The fish must be free from pressure marks, 
injuries, blemishes and bad discoloration. 
-- 6· -
Freshness Category A 
_,,; ' 
The freshness rating of fish in this category shall be 2 and 
over but .less than 2. 7-. -A Ve~';/ sm'al1.prdpoFtion of fish with 
slight pressure marks and superficial injuries shall be ·, 
tolerated. The fish must be free from blemishes and bad 
discoloration. 
Freshness Category B 
The freshness rating of fish in this category shall be 1 and 
over but less than 2. A very small proportion of fish vnth 
more serious pressure' marks and slight injuries shall 'be 
tol~rat~a~ ·. The .fish ~st ·be free fror.t blemishes arid bad 
discoloration. 
2. ··vvhen the p;od\lcts are being classifie'd by freshiless category 
the presence of parasites shall also be taken into· consideration, 
allowance being made for the type!' of produc't, the fishing ground 
in which 1 t was caught and its presentation. 
Detailed rules for the application of this pal:'agrapb. shall be 
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 
•, . ' 
32 of Regulation No • A decision to make an indication 
of the .fishing grQun_d compulsory for each lo:t_ may be _taken in 
a.ccor4.~c~ .. wi_tl). the sai·ne procedure. 
Article 7 
1. Each lot must contain products of the same deeree of freshness. 
A small lot need not, however, be of uniform freshness; if i·i; is 
not; the J..ot shall be placed in tne lowest fresh<"less category 
' ,1, ~ • , 
.repres€4"'lt.ed .th_ere~n~ 
I 
2. Tne freshness category must. be clearly ~d iJ2de.l:i:}~lY, ~arkcd, 
in characters which are at least 5 em high, on labels affixed to 
the _J_!Ot •. 
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Article 8 
,1. Fish shall be sized by weight or by number per kilograrnmc. 
2. Lots shall be placed in size categories in accordance with 
the scale set out in Annex B to this Regulation. 
3. Each lot must contain fish of the same size. A small lot 
need not, however, be of uniform size; if it is not, the lot 
shall be p1aced in the low·est size category represented therein. 
4. T!le size category and presentation must be clearly and 
indelibly marked, in characters which are at least 5 em high, 
on labels affixed to the lot. 
Article 9 
The inclustry shall grade fish for freshness and size in 
., 
-~_ollaboration with experts designated for that purpose. by the 
trace organizations concerned. 
'· 
Article 10 
Not later than one month before this Regulation begins to apply, 
each Member State shall supply the other Member States and the 
. ' ' . 
Commission.with a list .of the names and addresses of ,the exp~rts 
E:'..nd trad~ orgc1...11izations referred to in Article 9·. The other 
' ' 
Member States ro1d the Commission shall be informed of any 
... 
amendments to this list. 
Article 11 '·~ 
;' 
1. Fish as speoifi~d · in Article 3 imported from third 
countries may be marketed in the Community for ·human t*onsum~on 
only if: 
(a) it complies with the provisions of Articles 4, 5, 6, 7 and 
8; 
.... 8 -
{b) it is presented in packages on which the following 
. l,nforma:tion. is. clearly, and <legibly marl~ed: 
- - ' . ' ~ - ' 
- .country of o~im.n, _print_ed in.~Rom~ -le~ters._which are 
at least 20 mm. high;· , 
"": -+ '. • 
-species of,fish; 
- r 
presentation;-
- freshness e~d size categories; 
- net weight in kg of the fish in the package; 
. '' 
- date of grading and date o£ dispatch; 
- name and address of sendo~. 
'', 
2. Howev~r, fish lnnded;in ~ Co~unity port: direct from the 
fie~ng gra~ds from ves~els flying the flag_of a third 
·. . . . ' ' 
-
country and intended for marketing .;for humnn cons~ptian shal,l 
' . i 
be subject, when put on the marke-t, to the same provisions as 
those applicable to Communi_ty cettches. 
Article 12 
' ' 
t. Council Reguiation (EE9) Uo 24_55/70 1 of 30 November 1970, _ 
de~e;nnining common marketing standards for. certain fresh or 
' 2 
chilled f:ish, .as. amended by Rcgula;tion (EEC) No 1082/71 , is. 
hereby repealed. 
2. lUl reterenaes to th~ Regulation repealed by paragraph l 
shall be flreated as ref'erenoea to this Re~a:liion •. 
. . 
~ ... ., i --< OJ No L 264, 5.12.1970, p. 1. 
2 OJ No L 116, 28.5.1971, p. 10. 
, .. 
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Article 13 
This Regulation shall- enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States~ 
Done at Brussels, 
· For the Council 
The President 
' -~ 
. . . ' ' ,, . . ~ . . - . J ••• 
"oo 0 I J 
-,. . -----~ 
PARTS OF 
FISH 
INSPECTED 
SKIN 
EYE 
GILLS 
FLESH 
(cut from 
abdomen) 
COLOUR /...LONG 
THE VERTEBRAL 
COLU1'11N 
< 
ANNEX A 
FRESHNESS RA'.rDTGS 
' ~ ... 
CRITERIA 
... .. ..,_ _. 
Marks 
' 
3 ~ 2 I 1 I . o· 
' 
. ' . 
APPEA.L'lANCE 
l i 
Bright, I PigmentaJGion !Pigmentation t Dull1 pig-
iridescent 'bright but notjin the processlmentation; 
pigmentation; lustrous; 1of becoming I opaque 
no discolora- slightly clou~discolored andl'mucus 
tion; mucus ldull; milky . 
aqueous, :mucus 1 
transparent 1 I I 
mucus j ! 1 
Convex t! Convex and I Flat; (bulging); slightly opalescent 
transparent sunken; cornea; 
cornea; jslightly opaque pupil 
black, brightjopalcscent J 
pupil ,cornea; black, 
~dull pupil 
: 1 
i Concave in 
! the centre; 
'milky ! cornea; 
./ grey pupil 
I 
' 
I ~-------------~-------------~------------~-----------
!tess coloured; Becoming Yellowish1; Bright 
colour, no 
mucus 
lslieht traces !discoloured; ~milky mucus 
lof clear mucus !opaque mucus ! 
Bluish~ I! Vel vet~, waxy, j Sli~ht.ly II ;P·~que 1 --
translucent, dull; colour opaque I 
smooth, 1slightly 
.. . .. 
shining; no I changed 
change in 
original 1 I 
colour; t 1 1 
~. I _L 
IJ Uncoloured !slightly :,;Pink f! Red 
1 
!Pink 
~t-------------~--------------~--------· .. J. -
1 Or in a more advanced state of decay. 
• 
- 2 ... 
.. -...-------...--------------------------
ORGANS 
FLESH 
VERTEBRAL 
COLUMN 
:PERI TONlJUM 
.:'. 
GILLS,. 
SKIN, . 
ABDOT/IIHAL 
CAVITY 
' 
CRITERIA 
. ' 
f/Iarlcs 
r 
APPEARANCE 
Kidneys and t Ki dncys and 
residues of .,. residues of 
other organs other organs 
should be should be 
brieht red, dUll red; 
as should· blood 
the blood in becoming 
side the discoloured · 
aorta; 
' t Kidneys, 
1 residues of 
1 other organs 
I and blood should be 
. pale red 
! 
i 
! 
' 
CONDITION 
Less elastic Firm and 
elastic; 
smooth sur.:.. 
face 
II Slightly soft (~lac?id) less elast~c; 
l waxy (velvety) · and dull su.r~· 
Breaks 
instead of 
coming away 
stlcks com-
¥let ely to 
Jesh ... 
Seaweed 
I face 
I 
. • ,,. 
Sticks Sticks 
slightly 
Sticks 
I . . 
:'Sticks 
. : slightly j 
i •• p , 
. . . 
SMELL 
No smell of 
seaweed or 
any bad smell 
Slightly . '· 
i101.1l' 
·. 
1 Or in ~-more advanced state of decay. 
o· 
• 
I Ki. dneys 1 , 
lresidues of 
{other organs 
1and blood 
!should be 
brownish in 
colour 
Soft 1 (flaccid) ; 
s·cales 
easily de-
tached from 
skin, surface 
rather 
wrinkled, 
inclining to 
mealy 
I Does :rr-ot .. 
sticl\: 
I 
Does !fOt 
ntick 
._...,. 1 .._,.,. .... 
Sc:~r 1 
-Size 1 
Si·ze 2 
Size 3 
Size 5 
Size 1 
Size 2 
Size 3 
Size 4 
Size 
Size 1 
Size 2 
Size 3 
Size 4 
r 
. SI Z!NG ' . ' ' 
Cos I Coalfish Haddock l Whiting 
1 and.· over- . I 0-5 a:d ~ver 7 and e:ver 
... from 4 up to 
but exclu-
ding ·7 
from 2 up to 
but exclu- · 
··.f ding 4 
from 1 up to 
to but ex-
cluding 2 
less than 1 
Plaice· 
o.6 and over. 
from 0.4 up to 
but excluding 
0.6 
5 :and over. · 
from 3 up. to . ~ from 0-.·4 .up 
but exclu- but ex-
ding 5. eluding 1 · 
From 1.5 :UP 
to but ex-· 
eluding ~ 
less than 
1.5 
from 0.25 up 
to but ex-
i eluding 0.4 
I! less than 
0.25 
J 
I 
f from 0.35 up to 
but exclu- .. 
ding 0.5 
from 0.2 up 
to but ex-
cluding 0.35 
less than 
· 1 o.2 
! 
kg/fish 
Redfish Maclccrel 
2 and over 
less than 2 
0.-5 and over 
from 0.2 up to but 
excluding 0.5 
from 0.3 up' to' 
but excluding 
0.4 
from 0.1 up to but 
excluding 0.2 
less than 0.3 ! ... i 1less than 0.1 I 
Herring Sardines 
kg/fish ! Number of kg/fish I Number of 
fish to ltg . i fish to kg 
0.125 and a~ .et: 1;ess 0.060 and overl17 or l~ss 
from 0. 085 t:p from 9 tp 12 from 0.040 up!from 18 to 25 
. to out ex- to but ex- .. f 
eluding 0.125 eluding 0. cno 
' less than 13 and over from 0.030 uplfrom 26 to 33 
0.085 to but -ex-
I 
I eluding 0. 01-0 
1 
e.tld I !less than :34 over 
I • i 0.030 . . .. !. ' " . ' I I 
• 
Size 1 
Size 2 
Size 3 
... ? .. 
I 
t: : 
Anchovi·es 
0.040 and over 
from 0.020 up to but 
excluding 0.040 
less than 0.020 
25 or less 
from 26 to 50 
51 and over 
OF THE COUNCIL 
.... . - -- ---
of 
laying down 'conimo:n inO:rke.ting ~itanddi:-ds ·for shrimps 
•"' ' ' of' ·the genus Crangon sp. p •. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROP~ COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Trea~y establishing the European Economic 
Community; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1 of 
on the common organization of the market in 
fishery products, and in particular Article 2 (3) thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No provides ·that' common marketing 
stnndards may be laid down; whereas the applioati01'1 
of such standards should help to improve the quality of shrimps 
marketed and thus facilitate their sale; 
\'/here as one way of improving quality is to protU.bi t the ma.rket:tng 
for hu."Jlan ctmsumpt:ton of shrimps which are not of a given degree of 
freshness or of a given size; 
\Vhereas virtually all Community shrimps are boiled in water 
immediately after being caught to prevent any deterioration in 
their freshness; whereas it is therefore advisable as a first 
priority to lay down standards for shrimps simply boiled in 
water;· 
Whereas, in almost all Member States engaGed in sea fishing, 
shrimp:s which have been adjudged fit for human consumption under 
national rerrulations are offered for sale after grading by size; 
whereas shrimps are also graded according to degree of freshness; 
1 See page of this Official Journal. 
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Rhereus the ndoption of standards for shrimps has assumed 
particulnr importance in vie~ of tho measures on the determination 
and formation of prices provided for in Regulation (EEC) Ho 
wherec.s' the grading hitherto carried ou·t at national level should 
therefore be stande~dized; 
Whereas shrimps have hitherto been graded only before being sold 
for the first time, since u large proportion of such shrimps·. is ; 
immediately shelled or otherwise processed; whereas application 
of common standards should therefore be limited to .the first 
marketing stage in the Community; 
Whereas the standards must .apply to all smwimpa intended for h'Wno.n 
consumption, including imported shrimpa, .. ~ted on the.· terr-~tory 
of the Member States of the Community; whereas the limitation of 
the oblige.tion incu.-rnbent on the industry to sbri,mps. intended~' for 
hu.-rnan consumption enables a clearer and more rapid distinction 
to be m~do between products which nre judged fit for human 
consumption_ar.d which, bein~ used for that purpose, are-therefore 
subject to.grading, and other products; whereas this will 
facilitate-both-marketing at the stage wher..c e:tandurds are .applied 
and the· cheoking tJf c.omplialloe with these standards-; 'Ylhflreail 
it seems necessary, however, to exclude from the field of 
application of the standards certain direct sales of small 
quantities to retailers or consumers; 
\~ereas freshness is a decisive factor in assessing the quality 
of shrimps; whereas grading by size is als.o essantio.J .. because 
of tho diversity .of consum~rs' buying habits_and the processing 
methods normally_ used in, the,Conwaunity; 
Whereas there is at present ~o objective method of assessing the 
freshness of shrimps both rapidly and cheaply; whereas only 
organoleptic examination, which i~, moreover, in use in the 
Member States, meets this requirement and constitutes an acceptable 
method·; 
.. 
9 
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Whereas, -in view of normal practice in-roost Member· States, it 
' . 
i-s advisable that the industry S}lOUld grade ·ShrimpS fol' freshness 
and size; whereas, with a view ln particular to assessing 
·freslmess by organoleptic criteria, provision should be made 
for the collaboration of experts appointed for this purpose b;y 
the tr~de organizations concerned; 
Whe'reas, in Ol'der to- keep eac11 other -informed, each r1rember State· 
shoUld supply the other Member States and the Commission with a 
list of the names 'ana addresses for tho eXperts Emd trnde-
organizations concerned; 
Vlhe~eas. it is ·essential· that shrimps imported from third countries 
should·conform to Oommunity·standards; 
Vlherens the appli-cation of· Community standards to· the·se shrimps 
means that additional information must be given on packages; 
whereas, however, this information' is not necessary in tho case 
of shrimps· landed ·in the Comtnun.i ty' direct from the fishing grounds 
from third country vessels' it hoing understou<\ howeve~ that 
·such shrimps may be ·marketed or..·~:y in accordance w1 th the.· 
provisions applicable -to Commv.n:L ty ca tci:ies; · 
HAD ADOPTED 1IDS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Marketing strmdnrds are hereby-laid down for shrimps of 'the genus 
Crangon sp.p., simply boiled ir. wnter, falling within>suhhend:i.ng 
ex 03.03 A IV (b) 1 of the·Conwon·Customs Tariff. 
Articla 2 
For the purpose.of .. this Regulation; 
(n) ''mnrketing' means the first offering for sale and tho .first 
sale after arrival in the Cor.ununity; 
• 
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(b) 'lot• means a quantity of shrimps packed as.a;unit; 
(c) 'paclcneing' meo.ns the type of containe!- in which the shrimps 
arc offered for sale, such as boxes, baslrets, etc • 
Article 3 
1. Sl.rimps as specified· in Article 1 which form pal~t. of 
Community catches may be marketed for human consumption within 
the Community only if they comply with the provisi.ons of this 
llegulo. ti o::.1. 
2. The provisions of this Regulation shall not, however, apply 
to small quantities of shrimps disposed of by inshore fishermen 
direct to r'etailers or to consumers. 
3. Detailed rules .. for the appiico. tion. of paragraph 2 ahall be 
adopt.~d ·in ·nccordo.nc.e with ·the procedure ].aid down in Article 
32 of Ree;ulation (EEC) No 
Article 4 
The marketing standarda referred to in Article 1 comprise: 
'' 
.. :· . .. 
(a) frosm1css cateeories and 
(b) size categories. 
Article 5 
1 • Shrimps as specifi~d in Article 1 shall' be classified by 
lot in Freshness Category A or B. 
r ,f 
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FRESHNESS· (t\TEGORY A 
·( n) . P.!i..m.mum re~uire~en ts: 
- tho shell must have n moist and shiny surface; 
- the shrimps must fo.~l out sepnrntely whctr poured from one 
.' .. co.ntairier.- t'o··nnother; : · · ' · · · .. Y:fl ~: ,;r· :• ·• 
- the 'flesh' must be free from any fo'reign' o-dour; 
- the shrimps mus:t be free from sand nnd o-ther foreign 
bOdies; 
(b) Appearance of shrimp with shell; 
.:.. clear reddish-pink ih colour with ·small white'-- :f'leci's; 
pectoral part . of: the 'shell should be lieht in colour; ' 
,.,_ •. 
I •• ' •,' 
' ,., . . . 
- very incurved; 
(c) Condition of flesh during nnd·nftcr shelling: 
" 
' ' 
-it should shell easily with only suCh losses·of flesh as 
are teclmioally.unavoidablcl 
- it should be firm, but no·t to~h; 
(d) Fra,oncnts: 
., 
Occn.s·i.onal fragments of ·shrimp allowed:,. ·· ·· .. ,, 
FRESHNESS CATEGORY B 
(a) Minimum requirements: 
the sn.me as for Fresh.11ess Cn.tegory A; 
• 
.. 
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(b) .L~ppoarance of s:P.rimp with ·shell:· 
- ro.nging in· colour from ·slightly washed-out reddish.:.;pink · 
. to ~luish red with white fl~ck~; p~ctor~ part of the 
' _, • I 
shell should b(}.light coloured tending towo.rds grey; 
'' 
- incurved; 
' ' (c) Condition of flesh during and after shelling: . 
·~ it should sh~ll less easily with small losses of flesh; 
- it can be less firm, slightly tough; 
( c.1} li'ra.~ents :. :. 
small quantity of fragments allowed. 
2. Hater content shc.ll also be tal::en into consideration when 
pro~ucts nrc being classified by freshness category. 
.,. 
Detailed rules for the application of this paragraph shall be 
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid do~TI in Article 32 
of Regulation (EEC) No 
Article 6 
. . ' 
1. . E£>,ch lot mus·t; contain products of the SE).me d~~ee of freshness • 
. A small lot need not, npwevcr, be of uniform rr~shness; if it 
i~ not the lot shall be _placed in the -lowest freshness.category 
represented therein. 
'> ·, 
2. The freshness categor~r nust be clearly and indelibly marked, 
in characters which are at least 5 em high, on labels affixed to 
the lot:. 
. ,~: . ·. .. 
1 •. 
.. · ·. 
"'-= ..... ,,.a 
Size 1 
Size 2 
,- 7 -
Article 7 
_; }, 0: : .. ~ ' ·. .. .. ; 
6.8 mm and over 
Less than 6. 8 r:.1m 
- ' t' ' : ' . '· 
'. l' 
,. . . ~ . ;. '·., 
620 or less 
6 21 n.nd · av'er· · .: . ',,... 
-- .... 
2. Each lot must contain shrimps of tho same size. A small 
lot need· not, hov\rever, be of un±form size; , if .it is. not .the lot 
shall be placed in Size Category 2. 
3. The size category must be clearly and indelibly marked, in 
characters which arc at least 5 em high, on lnbele affi.xed•tq: 
the lot. 
Article 8 
The . industry shall grad.e shrimps for ·freshriess. and si-ze;·· :wh~ro 
necessary in collaboration with eJ~erts designated for that 
purpose. by. the ·trade organizations concerned. 
Article 9 
Not later than one month before tho systen laid down by this 
Regulation begins to apply, each Iacmber State shall supply the 
other Member States ·nnd ·the Commiss-ion with a· list of tho names 
and nddressed of· the :experts ::md trade organizations r.ef6rred t·o 
iri.. ·Article 8 •· ·The ·other· Member Stntes and the Con1mission ehn.li 
be informed of any amendments to this list •. 
' . 
. . . 
Article 10 
1. Shrimps· as· specified in Article 1 imported from· ·third· 
countries may be marketed in the Community for human consumption 
only if: 
• 
• 
.. -.8.-
(a). the~- ·comply V'lith the pr0,visions of Articles 4, .5, .. 6 nnd, 7;. 
', 
(b) they c..re presented in packages on which the following 
~ infol1'Ination, is clearly~ qnd l'€~i bly marked: , .,. ·"'"'" :· · , 
. . " '.> ' ~-· a, ~· ' 
- country of origin, printed in Roman letters which are at 
least 20 rrun hie;h; 
- one of the following descriptions: 
Crovettes grises 
Gnrnelen 
Gnmbcrotti grigi 
Go..rnalen 
Shrimps: 
Hesterejer· 
- freshness category and. size c?.tegor;';.r; 
- net weight in kg of the shrimps in the packa.ge; 
- date of grading and date of dispatch; 
- name and address of sender. 
2. However, shrimps landed in a Community port direct from 
the fishing grounds from vessels flying the flag of a third 
country and intended for marketing for human consumption shall 
be subject, when put on the market, to the sar.te provisions as 
thooe ~pplicable to Communi~y catches. 
Artie le 11 
1, Council Ree;ulation (EEC) No 166/71 of 26 Januo.ry 1971 1a.yine; 
. . 
c1.own common marketing standards for shrim:ps of the genus 
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~ , ' ' 
Crangon sp.p., as le~t amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3400/73 2 , 
- (. ' • ' • . •• ,. ,.. •. .J • 1 . ,, 
is hereby repealed. · ·- · ·· . · 1 
2. All· '·rer~~ences to the Re'g\LLatfon. repeaied: · bir paragraPh 1 · · 
ahnll be treated as re:te~cies 'to ··tllis tt&gU.iatt'on. ·. · · . ·' : · . 
,•': I ,l 1 ~:~ .. 1 
Article 12 
This Regulation shall en~er in'to fore on 
This Regulation shall be bindin~ in its entirety n.nd dircctl;y 
applicable in all Member Stutes. 
Done at Brussels, 
For tho Council. 
The Presid~nt : ,( 
; ,":I •t 
' ! 
'· 
' ' 
. ' 
t ' ' 
•. ,I ' 
2 OJ No L, 349, .3,.9.12.1973, P• 0. . ' : 
.. ' ... 
• 
• 
.,. 
!Q'J_Q_UL~~l.Ql! J~E.C) lf.o -·-
of 
• t 
OF THE ·coUNCIL 
.............. -.. -· ·--
on the recognition of producers' organizations 
in the fishing industry 
THE COtJNCIL'··oF' THE- EUROPEAN COMM:UNIT!ES, 
: ' 
! 1 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Communi -~y; · 
Ravine regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
' 
on the common organization of the market in ~ishery 
products, and in particular Article·5 (2) thereof;· 
Ravine; regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Vlher~as 'the authori·ties 'of the ~~~ember State on whose terri tory .. 
the producers'· organizations referred to in Article 5 (1) of 
llegula~ioi1 No · have their .off'ioiai ·heooqua.te~· · ~e in· a 
better position than Commuriity institutions to checl~ that these 
organizations fulfil the conditions laid down for their 
recognition; 
Whereas effective concentration of supply can be achieved only· 
by the formation of producer 1 s·6rg~izat1ons which operate on a 
sufficiently large scale; 
Vv11ereas producel"s·' orc;anizations s·hould be prevented· from 
discriminating between Community· proc1uc'ers ·.or group·s of'" producers 
on grounds of nationality or place of establishment; whereas 
any discrimihation between organi~ations ·Within one eoon~c area 
based on the location of their headquaters must also be prohibited; 
1 See page of this Official Journal; 
- 2 ~~ 
'.7hereas, ir{ th'e' ·~ni:e'r'ests d:t ·men1't1ef. producers; o'irly those forms 
of association which are sufficiently integrated should be 
encouraged; . ' ,. '..- .. 
I r ' "' 
Vthereas aaaessment o'f the amount of aid to bo granted ma.y be 
facilitated by 'the keeping. o:t s~p(lrata .B4c0\tnte w1 thi~ th-e 
producere t organizations; 
\Vhereas under certain national laws a minim~m period of ~emper­
ship is required; whereas that should also be made a Community 
requirement, since it is likely to .. in.troduce an element .of 
• s ' • " 
.stability into the working of,-producers' organizationst while 
' ' 
preventing the graJJ.ting of finansial su~port to temporary 
organizations; 
\lhereas it is necessary to ensure that no adverse effect is 
cauE,?~d_ ·to the appli,ca.tion o~ national provisions whose purpose 
is in certain cases to protect tne.oreanization ortits cre~itors 
from~~~ fin~oi~l c9nse~e~~e~ o~ the departure of members. or. 
. '. . ' 
to .prevent members. fr.om l.eaving the organization _in .th.~·",course of 
a budget year; 
Vlhereas, in order to avoid any distortion of competition in the 
marketing and processing. of fi~hery pro.ducts t t'ecogni tion of 
producers' orga.nizat.ions should not .. be extended to a.ctivi tes 
which eo beyond the first marketing stage; . 
\fhereas. reeognitio~ should be .withdravm·when a-producers' 
organization_na longer fulfils the required conditions; 
:/{her~~s 1,. ~t .the bt;.~~:tn:J.i~: o.f .~_ach. yea+, a list of:·· ~}1e~, or~~izations 
. r~cozt4zed d;uring the previqus .. yeaz-·· .and ·tllose ·o.:from.- which .. 
'1 ... ~ ~ .. ' ·' . ' ' . '\ ' ' . ~ Jolt, .. ,, ... • • • - ' • ' ' •• 
recognition has been withdra~m during the same period should be 
published for the information of Membe~ States ru1d all concerned, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
,, ' ' 
• 
'. 
'•, 
- 3 -
Article -1 
1. ~llo r.1om"'.Jer State on whose -~erri-'Gory a producers' 
organization has its ·o·fficial headquarters in acco~ance with 
. ' . 
that Member State's legislation shall be competent to grant 
and r.ri thdraw recognition of producers' orgru1izations within 
the meaning of Article 5 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
·. ' 
' . 
2. member States shall recog:niz? produce_rs' organiz~t~ons 
applying f~r. recognition if ~hey fulful the conditions listed 
. . 
in l~~ticle 2 and if their acti\~ties cover one or more of the 
... ' 
products falling within haadines Nos 03.01 to 03.03 of the 
C.ommon Customs Tariff (excluding produc.ts smoked elsew:P,ere than 
on fishing vessels). 
Article 2 
1. Producers 1 orga..."1izati-ons must, in so far as the product or 
prod-:.w'ts _for which they apply for recognition are conqerned, 
cor!ply with the cond~ tions laid do\vn in Article 5 ( 1) of 
Heeu,la:~ion ( EEC) Ho and vd th the following requirements: 
(a) they must. show that they are .. sufficiently a~tive economically: 
(b) thov must not discpiminate between ComrJunity producers or 
c.;roups of producers within ru1 economic araa, particularly 
on :ground~ ... of nationality or place of es~ablishment; 
.< o )) the;; .zl!uf?t }?.ave. tp.e n~cess~y· l.~~~l ... sta:tl-lS . '-mde,r :nation~l 
legislation; 
(d) -they must include in their .statutes: 
' 
·(an.) the obligation tp keep separate accounts for the 
activities for which recognition is granted; 
,. . 
(bb) provisions to ensure that members wishing to leave the 
org?llization are ~re~ _to do so providec1 that they have 
been. members of the organization for at; leo.st t:xcee yo:'.l'S 
~ .. t·~~·:·. ..- :._. ... ~ . .._,,.. .· .... ~ ·~''\ '"''t " •.. \ .~ ,. •• ,.,, .. .. . 
following its rec'ogni tion' at.Ld' provl.decl tha~t they notify 
#• • •. • 
the org~ization of'their intention·at least one year d.n 
advance~ ' '.' .' ·. 
The provision referred to in .(bb) shall apply without prfljudice to 
na-~_;i.onal_· pr9visions laid down by law or regulation rib.oso 
purpose is in specific OaSeS to_ protect the O.~g.anization Or 
its. credi. t9rs from on~r financial consequences which mic;ht ·. 
Uris"e f~Ofu ~' ~ember I g' departure Or tO prevent memberS frOm 
le~vihg· the oreanization in the. ·course of the budget year. 
2. 1ih8 following shall be adopted in accordance with tho 
procedure laid dmm in Article 32 ·of Regulation (EEC) No 
.. 
- the substance of the obli3ation referred to in ·the first indd.nt 
of the second subparagraph of' Article 5 ( 1 ) of' Regt.'-ie.-~ion (EEC) 
No , which obligation shall not hO\~;evor e~:tenct: · :. 
beyond the first marketing stage; 
-tho criteria' with which. the common produation and msrlceting 
rl1los referred to i:r.. the second indent of the second 
subparagraph of· ~ticle 5 ( 1.} or" that Re~lntion. mus·t comply; 
- the minimum output of the product ~r gf~up of products concerned 
of vrhich the producers t organizations must produce evidence 1n 
order to' comply' with' the" oondi tion set out ih :Parakraph 1 (a). 
Article 3 
.· . ' . ~ " ' 
The procedure for_t:P,e granting and withdrawal of recognition shall 
, , , r 
be fixed in accordance vli.th. the proc~duro laid down in Article 32 
of ReeuJ_ation (EEC) No 
• 
• 
Article 4 
Recognition of a producers _9rganization shall be withdrawn if 
the conditions set nut in Article 2 are no longer fulfilled or 
if recognition is based on false information; if the organization 
obtained or benefits from recognition by fraudulent means 
rccoCJ1.ition shall be withdrawn 'retroactively. 
Article 5 
If/here a Wfember State grants or withdraws recognition of a 
producers' organization, it shall so inform the Commission within 
two months. 
Article 6 
At the beginning of each year the Commission shall publish in the 
Of:ficin.l Journal of the IIJuropean Oommuni ties a list of the producers' 
orge..nizations recogni~ed during the previous year and those from 
whicll recognition l'W.S been wi thdrtl.wn during the ·same perioit. 
Ar·i;icle 7 
Cou11cil negulation (EEC) No 170/711 of 26 January 1971 on the 
recocnition of producers' organizations in the fishing industry, 
as nmended by Regrtlation (EEC) no 490/722, is hereby repealed., 
All references to the Regulation repealed by' paragraph ·1 shall be 
treD~ted as references to tbis Regulation. 
.. 
·-· ........... 
--· 
1 OJ Ho L 23, 29.1.1971, p. 11. 
2 OJ J:Io L 59, 10.3.1972, p. 2. 
,.. 
... i,) •• 
r 
This Reguiati'on shall enter into' 'forc·e on 
This !?.ec;ulation ·shall be binding in :its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member Stutes'. 
Done at Brussels, 
.. 
c .. ' ·-
I .... , " ·~ 
.... 
..... , '• 
. . 
For the Council 
Th€ President , 
- ~"".'.· .. : 
~ t· .•. 
·· . 
,# •• 
.. t ··-~ • • I(; : l 
'·• ., -
, 
··' 
• 
The commission :9roposes the Council ttta;t; as· part ·of the consolidation of all acts 
of the Council relating to fishery products, it should also proceed to adopt the 
• tc:::t of Council Regulation (EDC) .No 171/71 of. 26 J~u;:try 1971 on granting and 
reimbursing aids grant~d b,y.Mombe~ States to Droducers' organisations in the 
fishing in~ustry (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a sim?lified form, and which should be interpreted into the text: 
References 
2nd visa 
Former text 
-- ................. 
article 22 
article 29 
. New tE:xt 
....... 
article 6, :>aragraph 2 
footnote (1) OJ ·No L 236, 27.10.1970, P• 5 
article 24 
article 32 
see page of this 
Official Journal 
article 9 
1. Council Regulation 
(EIDC) 1ro 171/7-1 of 
26 January 1971 on 
granting a.nd 
reimbursing aids granted 
b,y MembE:r States to 
producers' organisation~ 
in the fishi-ng 
industry {1), is hereby 
repealed: 
2. All references 
to the Regulation 
repealed by·virtuc 
of pe.ragraph 1 shall 
be treated as 
·references t~ this 
Regulation .. 
- . . ' 
Article 10 
Thi~ Regulation shall 
enter into force on 
Besides. rE::fe~cnc~s to: Re~lations irhich by reason of their consolidation stand 
re)ealed s~all be rGylacedby a ref~reri~c· setting out their.ncw n~ber' in accordance 
ui th t:1e follm-ring ta"Jle: 
Relevant provisions 
............. , ....... .. 
2nd visa 
article 2 
article 3, 1st indent 
article 3, 2nd indent 
article 6, ~aragraPh 1 
¥ticle. 61 )a.r~h 2 [11 OJ' }To. L 23, 29.1.1971, :?• 13 
' ;,, 
.Reference to be replace~ 
.2142/70 2o October 1970 
. '2142/70 
2142~70 
2142t}O 
2142'/%70 2142 70 
.•· . . ~ 
.. ·'"' '· ... " .... 
R.:_~ULATI..Q!l {_E_EQJ'lo 
of 
" ..... ~ : ....... 
OF THE COUNCIL 
eem F I 1 • vrrl *"~ 
fixing intervention prices for fres.h or, chilled 
s.ardines ·and 8ll.ChOV.ies. for the 1975 fishing ye~ 
THE. COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CQr.'I,MUlUTES, 
Having regard to the Treaty estcblishing the European Econqmic 
Conl1'in.Uiity; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1 of 
on the common organization of the market in 
; ,.) . 
fishery· products, and in particular Al~tiele 9 (4) thereof; 
·Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
\Vhereas·Article 9 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
. . 
. . 
_provides that. intervention prices should be fixed for fresh or 
·chilled. sardines and anchovies at a levol designed to enduro 
the .s~ability·of market prices without leading to the formation 
of structural surpluses in the Community; 
' ' 
·Vfhereas Article 9 (3) of the same Regulation provides that the 
inte·rvcntiori prices should be fixed at a level between 35% and 
. -
1 . 
45% of the guide price depending on the production and marketing 
ch~aoteris~ics peculiar to each product; 
Wne:re~.s •· the guide prices for fishery products listed in Annex I (A) 
~d (C) to Regulation ( EEC) Ho have been fixed for the 
1975 fishing year by Regulation (EEC) No /752; 
Whereas·,. given tho present state of information· on the marl;:'et• 
··si tu:ation fo.r the products in question and the· absence of any 
. 1 ...... 
.. See.·pagG 
2 see page 
• ... 
.' 
o;f this Official Journal. 
of this Official Journal. 
#~ .... ' • .. • ,. • ••• 
,. .· '• 
. ~ ·. . 
• 
ex:porionce in relation to purch~R:~'¥.1. the open market of these 
products, the intervention prices should be fixed at a level 
such as to ensure maximum support. of·.·:the mnrke·t. 
HAD ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The i~tervGntion prices applicable until 31 December 1975 for. 
fresh or chilled sardines and anchovies and the products to 
which they relate are hereby fixed as follows: 
·--- ---------·------,~c~o-mm ___ e_r_c~i-a~i-.-s-p_e_ck~.f~k~'c-a-t~i~o-n-s~(~t~)~--~:~I~n~t-e-rv--en~tk~·o--n Species , 
1- - ~ i price 
rCategory ·Presen- ; (in u.a./ 
:of fresh- Size tation ~ metric ton) 
------------.---·~-----------------~~---------·--·-·--·------------
1. Sarctines: 
(e,) Atl;:mtic Extra 
r:.edi terranean l (b) Extra 
• 
2. Anchovies Extl"'a 
(,-) The categories of freshness, size 
defined in application of Article 
I~o 
t 
2 Whole fish/ 198 
I I 
2 :Whole fish i 112 
I i I 
2 I Whole fish j 185 
: 
and presentation are those 
2 of Regulation (EEC) 
-.--------------------------------------~------·------------------..-.-------
Article 2 
1. Cotmcil Regulation (EEC) No 3144/743 of 9 December 1974 fi~dng 
intervention prices for fresh or chilled sardines and anchovies 
for the 1975 fishing year is hereby repealed. 
2. References to the Regulation repealed pursuant to paragraph t 
are to be understood to apply to this Regulation. 
- .. 3-·.---
·,' .. f. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entiretY and directly · 
applicable in all Member States. 
··. ·., ( 
.. 
Done· ·at Brussels, 
- ... 
.: r 
. ' 
' . ~. :· 
For the Cou.n:cil 
The President 
•.' 
. ' 
"· 
' •' 
.. (' . "' 
. - ·' '' 
.... 
' .. -. 
.; 
.. 
. ; 
• 
• 
• 
REGULATION (EEC) .No, 0 F THE COUNCI.L 
. 
of 
fixi11g the guide prices for the fishery products 
listed in Annex I (A) and (C) to Regulation (EEC) 
No for the 1975 fishing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CO:Ml'/!UNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community; 
H?tving regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1 of 
on the common orgru1ization of the market i~ 
fishery products, and in particular Article 9 (4) thereof; 
Having regard to the prOposal from the Commission: 
W'hereas Article 9 (1) of Regulation (EEC) Ho 
provides that a guide price shall he fixed for each of the 
products listed in Annex I (A) and (C) to tnat ~egulation at a 
level v;hioh will help to stabilize market prices without ieading 
to the formation of structural surpluses within the community; 
. ' ' 
~Vheroas the application of the above criteria defined in Article 9 
of Regulation (EEC) Ho involves an increase in prices by 
comparison with those valid for the 1974 fishing yea~; whereas 
in tho absence ·Of certain information concerning price trends for 
each fishory product with given commercial specifications 
consideration should be given, in the case of most products, to 
the relationship between the average weighted marlcet prices recorded 
when the guide prices were fjxed for the previous fishing.:year for 
these products, and the average weighted market prices now current, 
1 See page of this Official Journal. 
- 2 -
Article 1 
' The guide prices o.pplipable until 31 De·cember 1975 for the 
products listed in Annex I (A) and (C) to RQgulation (EEC) 
No and the products to which they relate are hereby 
fixed in the Annex hereto. 
Ar-'dcle 2 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3141/742 of 9 December 1974· 
fiA~~ the guide prices for the fishery products listed in 
Annex t (A) and (C) ·t·o' Regulation (EEC) No 2142/70 for the 1975 
fishinii year is hereby. repealed, 
' . 
2. References to the Regulation repealed pursuant to para£Taph 1 
are to be understood to apply·to this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
.. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its ·entirety and directly 
?-PPlicable in all rrrember Sta-'lies • 
. . 
Done at Brussels, 
----·-
' .. 
2 OJ No L 334, 14.12.1974, p. 1. 
For the Council -- · 
r.ehe President 
fl 
• 
Species 
1 • Ilerri:i.1[~S 
2, Sardines 
(Clupus 
pilchardus 
V!albaum) 
.. 
, C.ommercial .. !Specifications 
j • ._. 
( ) . 
~ -~ • r· ~~ 
: FreshB I 1 Presen-
:· ness ~ Size ; tation 
p.e~ e£QI;¥, ; ! 
I 
A 1 i Whole fish 
(a) Atiantic Ext.ra 
(b) Me di t er.r-an ean E:::tra 
2 
2 
I Who~e 
I Whole 
I 
fish 
fish 
3. Redfish·(Sebastes 
marinus) A 
5. Saithe 
or 
A 
B 
or 
2 
2 
3 
2 
Whole fish 
"Gutted fish with head l) 
Gutted fish with head 
Gutted fish vnth head l 
Gutted fish with head ) 
:Guide I . f. • 
1 prlce (J.n 
l u.a·./metric j ton) . t " ' 
206 
440 
.249 
427 
465 
273 
6. Hadcl.ock 
I 
f 
f 
A 
A 
or 
A 
A 
3 
2 
3 
Ylhole fish 
Gutted fish with head 
l I 
~ I 
I 
347 
7 • 1ilr'hi tine 
B. Mackerel 
9. Anchovies 
10, Plaice 
11. Shrimps of the 
genus Crangon 
sp.p. 
I 
I 
Extra 
or 
A I 
I Extra: I 
' 
A i 
I 
! 
I 
j 
A I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
Gutted fish with head 
' 
Whole 
i Whole I l boxes 
fish 
originall ~ fish in 
i j Whole fish 
j Gutted fish vd th heacl 
Simply boiled in water 
380 
210 
411 
435 
097 
------------·------~------------·-------------~-- ··--~---------( 1).The freshn~~s categories, sizes and presentation are defined 
pursuant to Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 
--------·--------------------------------------·-------------
:tzo;eos_?l for, consoli:J.e.tion of Coupc:i.l R~rozlatiop (J!!EC) ~o 173/11 
Tho Commission )ro:->oses t:J.E-- Council tholt;· '<:!-lq,')a:rt- of tb,e--consolida.tion ·of- ~1 .acta ... 
' ~ 1 • .. ' - • ' • .. 
, -.of the :council rola.tirtg to :'fishecy pr.o~uctt!.;.J t · sh9uld also _9roceed to a.do,t the 
text of Council Regul~ti~n (EEC). No l73/71 of 26 JanuarY 1971 l~ing d~~ general 
rul~s for determining the per.cen:ta.ge of thE- glide .pri:ce to be used to calculate the 
.. .. '. ~ ~ ~ ~ ........... ~ 
wi thdra.wal price for certain fishery products ( l) .· . . · . . . ' · · · · · 
. 
This consolidation involves certain ada~tations of a formal nature which arc shown 
I 
bd~r in a ~implified form, and which should be interpreted into the text: 
References Former text Net-T text 
....... 
article 10 2nd visa, .article 1 
footnote (1). oJ No L 2?6, 27.10.1970, P• 5 
article 11 
see page.o£ this 
Official· Journal 
article 2 the text of article 2 shall be 
re~)laced by: 1. Council Regulation 
(EEC) NO 173/71 of 26 
January 1971 l~ing dmm 
general rules on 
determining the 
percentage of the~guide 
price to be used to 
calculate the withdrawal 
!)rice for certain fish<:..::.-y 
products {1), is hereb"l.; 
repee.led. 
2~· All, references to tPe 
Regulation repealed by 
virtue of paragraph 1 
shall be treated as 
references to this 
Regulation. 
Article 3 
this Regulation Shall 
enter into force on 
Besides references to Regulation~ which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their ne~ number in 
accordance ui tl'l the following table: 
Relevant provicions 
- ~ ... t •. .. 
2nd visa 
article 1 
(1) OJ No L-23, 29.1.1971, ~· 17 
Reference to J>e .. J.:..e:rla..cer\ 
' 
... 2142/70 ?o October ~970 
. 2142!70. . . . . ; 
.. 
!J:?.Po,sal for consolidation .of RegpJ,ation; (.,) No 135/73 
The Commission ?ro}oses the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all acts 
of the Council relating to. fishery produ.ctF, it sh~uld. also proceed to adopt the 
text of ~ouncil Regulation (EEC) No 135/731 ot 15 January 1973 laying down general 
rules for determining, in the fishery sector, the ~anding are~s situated at a 
considerable distance from the main centres of consump-tion in, the Community. 
This consolid~tion involves certain ada~tations of a formal nature which are 
sho\m below in a simplified form, and 1rrhich should be intcr:;?reted into the ,text: 
References 
2nd visa, article 1 
arttio 2 
article 10C1) 
The text of article 2 
s~llro re1)lc1.ccJ: by: 
Nevr toxt 
__..._,.. 
Article 11(4) 
t. Council Rc~lation '(EIDT) No 
135/73 of 15 Jl.::•ua.ry 1973 layine; '· 
·do\m general rules for determin::.:J"' 
in the fishery sector, the 
landing areas sit'tl.ated at a. 
consi~erable distance from the 
main centres of consum:)tion in 
the Community (1) is hereby 
repealed. 
2. All references to the· 
Regulations ;repea.led by .virtue 
of !)aragra.ph 1 shall be treated 
as references to• this ·Regulation. · 
!l'.:tj,c );e, ). 
This Regulation.shall enter into 
force on 
Besides, reforencea to Regulations which by ~eason of their cpnsolida.tion stand 
rcpo~led sh~ll be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in accoro~ce 
with tho following table: 
Relevant ")l~ovi:Jions 
...... .. ..... ...__.._~·--.:· ........ 
2nd visa 
1st considerant 
article 1 
(1) OJ No 1 18, 23.1.1973, P• 1 
Reference to be replaced 
..... ......... , ....................... . 
·2142/70 20 October 1970 as last 
amended by the Act (2) annexed 
to the Tre~ty copcerning the 
Accession of 'ne\-1 Moinber States t<' 
the European. Community and to t:~f:' 
European Atomic Energy Communit3~ 
signed at Brussels on 22 January 
1972, '. 
2142/70 
2142/70 
•' ,•' 
. '-' . REGJrLATroN ·(EEc} iio·--··~~- ·· ·· oF THF.(dotr~tc_g 
. 6f ... '
. - '. fixing the guide prices for the fishe~y products 
. lis~ed in ~ex II .. to, Regulation (h"EC) No· 
for the 1975 fishing year · · 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COrl!lV!UNI TIES, 
Having .regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
) 
Communi t~;; 
.Having regard tq Council Reeulation {EEC) No 1 of 
~n.the common organization of the market in 
fishery prod~cts, ·and in particular Article 1~ (5) thereof; 
~ving regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Vlhereas Article 14(1) of Regulation (EEC) Po provides 
that a guide. price shall be fixed annually for each of the 
products or group~ of products listed in Annex II to that 
Regulation-; 
. Whereas .the data .currently available concerning the prices lead, 
for the products concerned to an increase in the euide prices 
by comparfs6n with ·those valid during the 1974 fishinc year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION; 
Article 1 
The guide pr~ces applicable until 31 December 19'75 for the 
product.s listed· in Anne.x II to Regulation (EEC) No 
and· the produl'}tS. to which the~t relate are herby fixed in the 
. . 
Annex hereto. 
1 See pace of this Official J ournal.
1 
.... I' 
• • h ~- '\. .. ... • ' 
I 
.. 
..... ··-' ~ .... ~~~-· r 
2 
1. Couhci~ Regulati,on. (EEC) No ;314~/74 2 of 9 December 1974 .. 
fixing the guide prices ~or .fishery products listed in Annex II 
to .RegUJ.a-'Gion (EEC) No 2144/10 for the 1975 fishing year is 
hereby repealed. 
2. References t.o the Regulation repealed purswmt to paragraph 1 
are to· be understood to apply to this Regulation. 
Article .3 
' This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its. entirety and·directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
2 OJ' Ho L 334, 14.12·.1974, P• ,3., 
For the Council 
The President 
r Grou'l) of pro,~_ucts 
Sea-brcnn of the s":lecies 
Dcntcx dentcx and Pagellus 
Srruid ( Loligo s) , p o, 
0rrJC'.strc )he s sa.gitte1, tus, 
Todar9des E:agittr.t"J.s~ 
Illcz coindctti) 
Cuttlefish of tl1e spcciE:s 
Sopia officinalis, 
RossiG macrosona and 
Se::>iol2. ronr.~_eleti 
Octo·1us 
Cor::uncrci~,,l s;_)ccifications 
Frozen, in lots or in original 
·:;ackag\, s containing the· sar.1o . 
products 
Frozen, in lots or in original 
:?3-Ck<:>,gC's containing the S;1JJe 
:)roc-:.ucts 
t Frozen, in lots or in original 
·"acl~gcs contc:d.ning the: smnc 
·lroc~ucts 
Frozc.n, i_n lots or in ori1;inal 
~1ackagcs conto,ining the sarue 
'l)roducts 
243 
1 249 
724 
Fro~en, in lots or in orieinal 
:~c-,cka::~<? s cont:1inj :1c th·.· sa:-:1e I 
--~------------------~~-~~-:~~-v-~--u-c-·:_,s ______________________ ~-Ll-----5-2_1_-----~ 
.fr.o.£.0!-:_~l for consolidation of C*ou_pcil ,Reey}ation <:e1 No lZ2L71 
The Cot~issi~n propose~ th0 Council that 1 as part ofihe consolidation of al~ •cts of 
tll:e Cm.moil relating to f'ish.ery proCl.ucts, it should also 11roceed to adopt the text 
.. of Council Rcgnlation (EEC) No 172/71 of 2u January 1971 lcying down general rules 
for granting com:!,)ensaUon to producers of tUMy for the canning industry (1). 
·ThE! consolidation involves certain adaptations of a foroal nature which arc shown 
belm1 in a sim~lified form, and which should be interpreted into the text: 
References 
.... ....... . .,., 
2nd visa; 1st recital; 
article 1; article 3 
article 3t under b) 
article 5 
footnote 
article 6 
Formal' text 
.. ... ... ........ 
article 15 
article 13 
article 29 
(1) OJ No L 236, 27.10.1970, 
the text of article 6 shall be 
replaced by: 
p. 5 
New tcts,t 
article 16 
article 19 
article 32 
see page 6 of this 
Official Journal 
1. Council Regulation 
(ESC) No l72/7l of 
26 January 1971 laying 
down general rules for 
granting com,ensation 
to producers of tunny 
for the canning industry 
(1), is hereby repealed. 
2. Ail references to 
the Regulation repealed 
by virtue of paragraph 1 
shall be treated as 
references to this 
Regulation. 
~ticle l 
This Regulation shall 
enter into force 
Besides references to Regulatio~which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repco.lecl shall be replaced by a reference setting out their no'-t number in 
accordance \vi th the follouing table: 
Relevant ·lr.ovisions 
.. • zGr ............... 
2nd. visa 
1st recital 
article 1 
article 3 
article 3, unC..cr b) 
article r 
./ 
Ref~re~ce t9 ge repla~~ 
2142/70 20 October 1970 
2142/70 
2142/70 
2142/70 
. 2142/70 
2142/70 
''•\ ·~ . 
\, 
:' 
' : 
'~ i ' • ·~ -J •• o¥ .. . ' . ~ 
~ ... -..... 
··, 
'\, 
+. 
, 
' 
REGULATION_.(EEC ), .N.9. • OF THE COUNCIL 
I - =+ 
of . 
fixing the Community producer price for tunn.,y in-
. ' 
tended for the canning industry for the 1975 
fishing ~7ear 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COlVITI.IDNITIES, 
Havins racard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community; 
Having recrard to .Coui"1.cil Regulation (EEC) No . 1 of 
on the common organization of the market in. 
fishery products, and in particular Article 16 (5) thereof; 
Ravin~ regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas Article 16 (4) of Regula·~ion (EBC) No 
provio.es that a Community producer p:t'ice shall be fixed for the 
tunn~ intended for the canning industry; 
Vlhet-eao·the avcra.:;e of prices recorded for the past three 
fishin~ years according to the detailed :t'ules laid down in· 
Article lG (4) of Regulation (EEC) No has increased; 
whereao t'herefore a neVI price for the 1975 fishing year should 
be fixed, · ; 
HAD ADOPTE:D THIS .. IillGULATIOI-T; 
Article 1 
The Co:~11Lnity producer price applicable until 31 December 1975 
for turmy intended for the canning inc.ustry and the product to 
which it relates are hereby fixed as follows: 
-1· -- --.. ·-----
See page of th±s Official Journal.·· •· 
- 2 
....... ··-............. ·---
, .............. 
Commercial . Cornmuni ty 
· .. ~ . specifi~atio~s. Product · producer price ~(in u,a·./metric ton) 
----------------~-----~~---~---~~-------------~ I Whole, not weighing:: 
l more than 10 leg · 
I I 
Yellow-finned tunny 657 
----~A--------------------------~·---------··------------~--------~-·----------
Article 2 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3143/742 of 9 December 1974 
fixing the Communit~. producer price for t~ ~n~ended for the 
canning indust~y f'or the 19,75 fishing year i_s hereby repealed. 
2. References to the Regulation repealed pursuant to paragraph 1 
are to be understood. to apply to this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Reeulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be bin~ing in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Memper States. 
Done at Brussels, 
2
-oJ- No L 334, 14.12.19.74, p. 5. 
For the Council 
The President 
... 
• 
,j,' 
P.~U.LATION, ( :ey;c) No 
of · .. 
. . 
laying ~own general·~es for granting export refunds 
on fishery products and cri·teria for fixing the 
amount of such refunds 
. . 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMU1~TIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Comr.1~ ty; 
Having regard.to Council.Regulation (EEC) No 1 Of . 
on the common organization of th-e market in 
. fishery products, and in particular Article 23 ( 3) thereof; 
Having r~gard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas Ar·cicle 23 ( 1 ) of R.egula tion ( EEC) ·No 
allows an exPort refund to be fixed, to the extent necessary 
to enable economically important e~port~ of the products listed 
in Article 1 (2) of that Regulation to be effected; 
Whereas ~xp9rt refunds on products subject to the common 
org~ization of the market in fishery products must be fixed 
in accordnnce'with 'certain criteria which would.,make it 
possible to cover the difference between prices for those 
pro~ucts within the Community and those ruling in international 
trade, while respecting the general aims of the common 
organiz~tion; whereas .to this end the supply situation and 
prices· for those products within'the· Community and prices· 
nuing in international trade ·must be taken into account;· 
whereas ·provision should be made for the pbssibiltty of any 
coefficients that may be fixed being taken into account when 
the amount of the refund on ·rishery products is being calculated; 
. ' 
1 . - • .. .. 
See page of this Official Journal. 
. \ . 
- 2 .... 
'· 
. 1 "1 • 1 
Whereas if pric:~ · tren9-s .are to be: l,l.OteeL·p.rice~ mus.t ,be detennined 
. ~· . ~ .• • . ·'# ..... ' ·- "' •. . ...: .... ~ , ' . -,.\,.., 4• • .. • - p ••• ' 
in accordance with general principles;~ whereas to-'this end prices 
on third: cow1try mark~ts and in coUn.trics of destination, 
prod~cer. p~ices·· rec6rtt~d ·in third ·coUntries· a.r.id f'ree.-at-Communi ty-
. ' 
frontier· prices· should be takeri intb aoebunt when-~rices·on the 
world market are being determined; whereas pl'ices ruling on the 
representative markets of the Community and prices ruling on 
exportation should be used as a basis in detenninging Cornn1unity 
prices; ,. ' 
whereas 'provisi~n.' must be ·made:· fol' varying the amount of the· .... 
refund according to the destination of the products, irf vi.·ew of 
the sp~c;i.al conditions which apply to imports in certain cou...11tl'ies 
of de.stination; 
. •' 
... 
Whereas fl.~h caught ·by 'Commillii ty producers is . of Cbmmuni·ty. oritin 
even if it is landed in ports situated outside the customs 
terri tory of the Con1mun:i'.-ty; :wh~reas·, ·how.ever, ·to ·raake verif'ic·ation 
possible, refunds sho~d be gra.."'1ted only in respec·t; of fish 
landed in ports si tuate:a· within'· the custom·s ·'territory· of 'the 
Co~~i.tyr ~s d~'fined by Regulation (EEC) No 1496j68,- as amended 
hy ·the A~t ·of Accession 1; ·· · ' · 
Whereas to ensure Community exporters some stability in the 
amo~t of the refund and'certainty with regard to'the list·of 
products eli;gible.for·a refund~ it should be possible for-~he· 
list and t~e ~ourits to.remain·valid for a relatively'long . 
period, 'whic~ would be determined in accordance with :normal : ·. 
trade-practice_; 
Whereas to ·avoid distortions· of·· competition between Community · 
traders,· thb· administrative·conditi~ns under which·they operate 
must· b~. i:de:ritic~l 'throughout the Community;. whereas there- -is no 
justification f~r ·granting' a re'fund 'VThore 'the PrOdUQtS in' 
question are impb~tea·' from third cnuntrios -and re-e:.::ported to . 
. ' 
T .. •• 
OJ No L 73, 27.3.~972~ P• 14. 
- )·-. ' 
HAD ADO?TED THIS REGULATION: 
,_ 
Article 1 
~his Regv~ation lays down general rules for fixing and_g.ranting 
e'~ort refunds on the products listed in Article 1 (2) of 
negulatiqn (EEC) No 
Ar·ticle 2 
The followine shall be taken into account when refunds are being 
fixed: 
~) the existin~ sit.uatio!l and the future trend wi t;h regard to: 
. ·- prices and availabilities of fishery produc-~s on the 
Cormnunity market; 
- prices for fishery products on the world market; 
(b) the aims of the eommon organization of the market in fishery 
prod~:ets, which are t~ ensure equilibrium· and ·the natu.!-k1 
developnient of prices a:nd -~rade oil this market; 
.. ' 
(b) the minimum marketing and transport costs from Community 
markets to ports or other points of export in the Community, 
as well as costs incurred in placing the goods on the markets 
of tlle countries of "destination 'and" 
(d) the economic significance of the proposed exports. 
Article 3 
1.. Ylhen prices on the Community market. ~e beil:1g ,de:termined, 
account shall be taken of the rtlling prices which are most 
favourable from the e':portation point of view. 
2. The following shall be taken into.:·acQ~i.mt ·when prices· on 
the vmrld marke .. li are being determined; 
(a) prices ruling on the markets of the main importing third 
countries; 
(b) producer prices recorded in the main exporting third_ 
countries; and 
(c) free-at-Community-frontier prices. 
Article 4 
' -Where "the world market· situation or the -.a.peoif'ic re'quirements ·. 
of cert~in markets make- this neces~ary, the refund. may_be varied 
. . -~ . ' . 
according to the destination of the products in_ questipn. 
Articel 5 
" ~lb.e. list of p~ducts on· which an export refund is t;ranted and the 
amount of such refund shall be fixed at least once every three 
months. 
Article 6 
No refund shall oe granted on products of Community oriein which 
are landed, direct from the fishing Eiounds, in ports situated 
outside the customs territory of the Commission. 
1. The refund shall be paid upon ~roof; 
- that the products have been eA~orted from the Community, and 
that the products are of Community origin. 
4- 2. Uhe~:·e Article 4 applies, the rcfm1d shall be paid under the conditions laid down in para,craph 1 of this Ar·iiicle, provided 
it io proved that the product has reached the destination for 
i7hich the refu...'1d was fixed. 
Exceptions may be made to this rule in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in parag-raph 3 of this Article, provided that 
condi tioj_lS are laid dovvn which offer equivalent guarantees •. 
3. Addj_ tional provj_sions me,y be adopted in accordance with the 
:procec.uro laiC. down in Article 32 of Regulation (J!.'EC) No 
Article 8 
1. Council Hegulation (EE0) Ho 165/711 of 26 January 1971 laying 
doV'm cenc:::·al rules for grantin:.; export refunds on fishery 
products ~'-:t:.d criteria for fi::i:n.c the amount of such refu..'1ds is 
hereby repealed. 
2. A~.J. ~uferences to _thG B·~;.:u1.ation repe~ed by: paragraph _,_1· ·. · 1 
shall be ·created as re:t'erenoa~:1. 
Article 9 
This llegtl.J.a·~ion shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be bindinG in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
.1 '*"... - .... ----· 
OJ No L 23, ~9.l.l971, p. 1. 
For the Council 
~~he President 
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